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Fulton Mayor Gilbert DeMyer promised today that
he is re-elected he will recommend that the city's prop-
erty tax rates be adjusted to keep taxes at their present
level despite the state supreme court's recent ruling that
all property must henceforth be assessed at full value
for tax purposes.
Reforms made during his administration allow the
city to know exactly where it stands and will make com-
pliance with the court's ruling a simple matter, DeMyer
told The News today.
The City of Fulton is a jump
ahead of the Court of Appeals and
the state in property tax assess-
meals as we already have our prop-
erty on a 100 percent cash valua-
tion," the Mayor said "we there-
fore know exactly what we can do
next year."
This year property in Fulton was
assessed at HO percent of its value
and the city charged a tax rate of
75 cents per $100 on one-third of
that value.
"Next year, if I am the mayor,
I shall recommend that the rate
be reduced to 25 cents per $100 on
the total value, which will in es-
sence keep the taxes the same as
they are this year," DeMyer said.
He added that there is absolutely
no need for any more tax money
than the city will receive this year,
and that the city is in the best
financial position it has ever been.
During the four years of Dc-
Myers term as mayor, the creek
tax has been eliminated, the auto-
mobile tax has been reduced from
ten dollars to five, and the five
percent tax on insurance premiums
has been eliminated.
At the same tine, the city has
purchased several thousands of
dollars worth of needed equip-
ment and replaced the College,
Fairview, Vine, and Collins Street
bridges.
In contrast to the $13,000 debt of
four years ago, the city finished






Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, August 26, 1965
All schools in the Fulton Inde-
pendent School District will open
Monday, Supt. W. L. Holland has
announced.
This Thursday is registration and
book day for the first six grades at
Milton, Terry-Norman, and Carr,
while registration for the seventh
through twelfth grades will be
Friday.
A general faculty meeting was
held in the Carr cafeteria Monday,
and in-service training was con-
ducted Tuesday and Wednesday at
the cafeteria.
Regular school hours will be ob-
served on the first day of classes.
CAFE ROBBED
The Broadway Cafe, operated by
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Boaz was
broken into Monday night. The only
item reported missing was a small
amount of change from the cash
register and cigarette machine.
School Tax Problem Cannot Be Met
Until Legislature Provides Guide
Fulton School Board Chairman Win Whitnel told
The News today that the board can do nothing about
next year's school tax rates until the state legislature
tells it what it can do.
The legislature is now considering a number of
proposals to deal with the problems resulting from a re-
cent ruling of the Kentucky Court of Appeals that for
tax purposes all property must be Assessed at its full
market value.
In Fulton County property has been assessed a& an
average of 25 percent, with indvidual assessments ac-
tually running from about 15 to 40 percent of full value,
according to County Tax Commissioner Elmer Murchi-
son. These valuations have been used as the basis for
Fulton school taxes.
The prospit tax is I idlers ea
each $100 of value as set by the
county tax commission. The state
stataiory limit is $1.50 per hun-
dred, but voters in the school dis-
trict some years ago approved an
additional 50-cent tax.
If the rates were left the same
after the re-assessments and equal-
ization ordered by the court, taxes
would increase drastically.
The legislature is seeking a plan
that would protect the state's tax-
payers from large increases and at
the same time not unduly restrict
local school boards.
The special session was called in
an effort to calm the fears of
many tax-payers.
Commenting on this, Whitnel
pointed out that since members of
the state's school boards pay taxes
like everyone else and are citizens
of the communities in which they
live, no drastic increases could be
expected, when rates in any dis-
trict are readjusted.
Murchison said that the equali-
zation and re-assessment of proper-
ty in the county will have to be
completed by January 1, but point-
ed out that as much as four years
should have been allowed to do the
RECEIVES DEGREE
Billy Hatter received his degree
from Texas Technological College
in Lubbock Saturday. He is a Ful-
ton High graduate, and his wife
Is the former Melinda Powell, also
of Fulton.
job proverb*. "We'liebeve.a lot of
headaches next year and the year
after," he said.
Since the current evaluations are
by no means on an equal basis, it
will be impossible to estimate what
the county or the school board's
revenue will be under any suggest-
ed new rate until the 1986 assess-
ment figures are complete, Murchi-
son said.
A number of plans have been in-





Circus will present two shows in
Fulton Monday under the sponsor-
ship of the Jaycees. Performances
will be at the Kitty League ball
park at 4 and 8 p. m.
In 30 spectacular acts, the circus
will present an outstanding array
of talent from the few corners of
the earth. Aerial artists and wire-
walkers will share -die spotlight
with jugglers, tumblers, and
clowns, while amusing' animal ac-
tors cavort capriciously around the
ring.
These delights are expected to
bring the thrills and laughter of the
old-time circus to young and old
alike, truly making Circus Day one
of the happiest days of the year.
Japanese High School Student
Hunting Pen Friends In Fulton
(Editor's Note: The News re-
cently received the following letter
from a high school boy in Japan
seeking an American pen pal. We
will be glad to supply teenagers
with his address.)
Dear Editor,
Please forgive me for taking up
your valuable time, I am a Jap-
anese boy and am very eager to
find pen friends in your country.
I am writing to you in the hope
that you can help me to get in
touch with them. I'd like to ex-
change information about student
life and various topics in our every-
day life and to discuss current in-
ternational problems. I think this
kind of direct communication be-
tween friends of about the same
age will help both of us to learn
about each other's country. It will
also undoubtedly help me to brush
up my English. I also think we
might have fun swapping items in
our hobby collections. I promise to
be a faithful friend and corres-
pondent to any boy or girl who
wishes to be my pen friend.
I have been at a loss to know
how to get in touch with young
people in your country, but recently
the International Society in Tokyo
advised me to write to a newspaper
editor in your country and ask for
help in locating friends. I hope you
can pass my letter on to a young
person my age who would like to
have a pen friend in Japan or per-
haps publish my name in your es-
teemed paper.
Here are a few fact* about my-
self. I am a 16 year old high school
student. My main Interests are col-
lecting stamps, baseball, and judo.
My family consists of six.




the special session, but most of
them in one form or another would
set a ceiling on the tax rate school
boards could levy.
The Fulton School Board will be
bound by whatever bill the legis-
lature passes to deal with the pro-
blem, Whitnel said.
Equalization of property assess-
ments so that all tax-payers would
bear their fair share has long been
pushed by Kentucky educators as
a means of increasing revenue
without raising taxes.
The city of Fulton gains $11-7,000
more per year from the equaliza-
tion of taxes in the city, according




Curt Mathis, Soisibern Bell man-
ager for Fultal, Wickman, Clinton,
Cayce, Water Dukedom,
has been onager of the
Company's Frankfort, Ky. office
and will transfer there in early
September.
His successor in Fulton has not
yet been named.
Mathis and his feinily moved to
Fulton in August ig last year and
he was a key menfber of the team
that converted the old manual sys-
tem to dial. At the same time Hick-
man and Clinton became part of
the Bell System's Direct Distance
Dialing network.
He started iw* the company
seven years age An Atlanta and
transfered to Louidrille in 1962. He
was a public relations supervisor
there prior to beieg named man-
ager for this area.
"Being part of the Fulton dial
conversion was one of the most in-
teresting and rewarding experi-
ences of my life," Mathis said.
"We had to have a lot of coopera-
tion from many people in the Twin-
Cities and everyone worked with
our people just fine."
"Naturally we coasider this move
with mixed emotion. A man likes
to move along as his career de-
velops, but my family and I have
made a lot of good friends here,"
be added. "We'll miss Fulton, but
we know a lot of people from here
come to and through Frankfort and
we hope they'll come by and see
us
"This has been great group of
telephone people to work with, too,"
he added. "Back when the opera-
tors were here, I know that. they
frequently went way beyond the
call of duty to help with our sub-
scribers. The people still here are
dedicated and will do anything they
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South Fulton Financial Operations
Lifted By Bootstraps, Auditor Says
By Wayne Anderson .
South Fulton's audtor, E. J. Nichols of Oliver P.
Cobb and Co., Memphis, reported to the city commission
Tuesday night that South Fulton "has lifted itself up by
the bootstraps" in the year since its citizens approved
the change from the mayor-council form of government
to the city manager-commission system.
The new government, Nichols indicated, is respon-
sible for the dramatic improvement in the city's financi-
al operations.
Nichols also prepared the audit last year when the
South Fulton administration was embroiled in a bitter
factional fight between a group of four councilmen led
by John Bland and anti-Bland forces centered around
then-Mayor Milton Counce.
Distress at the council's inability
to conduct city business efficiently,
disgust with the constant turmoil
at city hall, and political considera-
tions combined to carry through a
movement to abolish the council
and adopt the more modern form
of government successfully used
in Fulton for several years.
"I am glad to say that the audit
report shows that the citizens made
good decisions. The improvements
are tremendous," Nichols told the
present commission.
This story of success goes back
to 1961 when dissatisfaction with
previous Counce administrations
led to the election of a reform tick-
et, composed of John Bland, B. B.
Jones, W. C. Claiborne, and John
Freeman, to the city council but
did not keep Counce from winning
a seventh term as mayor.
The refor,rn group soon began vot-
ing as a bloc and were thus able
to control the council, of which Rex
Huddle and Bobby Matthews were
also members.
A bitter factional split then de-
veloped and city business bogged
down to a near standstill with the
THE FIRST DAY of the first year of schools was full of all the excitement of getting in on a strange new
game. the "big kids" play for these 35 excited but sometimes shy members of Mrs. Billy Milner's first
grade class at South Fulton West Monday. —Photo by Aden*
BREAK TIME moag refroduhents for some in this throng of South Fulton High School students as glass-
es began Monday. Over 360 were enrolled I. sof • rwitii record for the four high school grades. Over 796
registered in the elementary grades and the junior biliOlt school. —Photo by Aden*
Bland faction determined to run
the council and Counce determined
to use his veto power to block
them.
As this battle began to attract
widespread attention and concern,
both sides resorted to grandstand-
ing in an appeal for popular sup-
port.
Counce's 14 years of experience
made him seem to be the council's
repository of wisdom in comparison
to the administration newcomers,
and opponents of Bland's proposals
rallied to Counce's cause. Some of
them made strange bedfellows, as
temporary political allies often do.
When the idea of seeking voter
approval of a switch to the man-
ager-commission form of govern-
ment was first proposed in early
July last year, there were strong
overtones of partisan political con-
siderations.
Tennessee law provides for only
Dealer Wins Trip
To World's Fair
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butts of A. C.
Betts and Sons Feed Mill will leave
Jay all-
expense pa thNEv York
World's Fair.
The local dealership has beep
selected as winner in the World's
Fair Contest sponsored by the
Wayne Feed Company. Mr. and
Mrs. Butts will fly to New York
from Memphis.
three city commissioners, with on
of them acting as mayor, in cot'
trast to the six councilmen aiti
mayor serving under the old syt
tem. It was obvious to the anti-
Bland forces that since only three
men could be elected to a commis-
sion, the popular discontent with
the Bland faction would probably
eliminate all four men on election
day.
Despite the traditional reluctance
of voters to alter their form of gov-
ernment, there was wide-spread
feeling among the citizens of South
Fulton that "anything is better
than what we have."
As a result, the manager-council
form of government was approved
August 4 and the anti-Bland forces
made a clean sweep of the com-
mission seats in the September 22
election for posts in the new ad-
ministration. In short, the original
reform group had itself been re-
formed out of office.




Marshall Alexander Post 72,
American Legion, has donated the
use of its former post home, the
Legion cabin on Fourth Street, to
Cub Pack 40, Cubmaster Nathan
Wade has announced.
The cabin, located near the Illi-
nois Central passenger station, is
being painted and renovated for the
use of the pack.
The front of the building has al-
ready been painted, and the sides,
gables and back will be painted as
I
part of the Cub Dads project, with
the fathers of pack members donat-
ing their services. The building will
be underpinned 1114 Mehl hinikeelr
and doors have been ordered at
will be installed soon.
The building is equipped with
kitchen and two large rooms—om
to be used for handicrafts and th
other as opening general assembly
room.
Festival Granted City Park Use;
Date Of Decoration Day Changed
The Fulton City Commission
Monday night granted the Inter-
national Banana Festival permis-
sion to use the City Park for a car-
nival, changed the date of decora-
tion day, and directed the city at-
torney to prepare an ordinance ad-
ding a penalty fee for late purchase
of city auto stickers.
After lengthy debate the commis-
sion voted with only one dissent to
grant the Banana Festival an ex-
ception to the ordinance prohibit-
ing carnivals at the park and pro-
vided that money received from the
carnival be used to repair any
damage done to the park.
Letters of objection from the
boards of directors of the Lions
Club, which contributes to the
park, and Twin Cities Youth, Inc.,
which has recreational programs
there, were read.
Charles Pawlukiewicz, president
of Twin Cities Youth, said that his
board had not discussed the mat-
ter and asked that the letter be
disregarded as not being indicative
of the feeling of the group. City
Attorney James Warren pointed out
that the Lions Club board bad not
met since the first week in August,
and therefore it could not have
discussed the matter either.
A number of spectators spoke
enthusiastically on the Festival's
behalf and pointed out the advant-
ages of having the carnival near
the Kitty League ballpark, which
Couple To Celebrate
Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs Cliff Johnson, of
Route 1, Water Valley, will cele-
brate their Golden Wedding anni-
versaty next Sunday, August 29.
Account of ill health, no formal
observance will be held, but friends
may remember them with cards
and telephone calls.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson have one
daughter, Mrs. Bill Smith of Chi-
cago, and two grandsons, Billy
Smith of Chicago and Clifford Car-
roll Wright of Memphis.
volt be the center of many of the
Festival's activities.
Turning to other matters, the
commission changed the date of
Decoration Day from the first Sun-
day after Mothers Day to the last
Sunday in May to coincide more
closely with Memorial Day.
City Attorney James Warren was-
instructed to prepare an ordinance
to add a $2.50 penalty to the cost of
city automobile stickers if not
bought before the March 1 deadline.
The same regulations are to be ap-




The Fulton Jaycees received the
Chapter and Individual Develop-
ment Award for extra-ordinary in-
terest and progress in promoting
and administering the fundament-
als for chapter organization last
weekend at the summer board
meeting in Paducah.
Kenneth Houston, Glen Suiter,
Morton Brooke, Don Snow, Bill






The Fantus Report On Kentucky: A New
Industrial Atlas Of The Whole State
Last year the Kentucky Econo-
mic Development Commission autho-
rized the expediture of nearly its en-
tire budget to the Fantus Area Re-
search, Inc., of New York to make an
exhaustive study of the State. The
$100,000 study, county by county,
sought to explore and exploit the in-
dustrial climate and the industrial
possibilities of every area, and the re-
port is now completed—and despite
the ridiculing of a few critics over the
amount spent and the purpose for
which it was spent—and the anguish-
ed cries of some others who found
themselves analyzed and lacking in
some industrially-desirable factors—
the Commission and the State as a
whole now have a neatly-tied pack-
age that tells pretty much all about
everybody.
So what?—you may say.
That's what the critics said when
the purpose of the study was, made
known at its outset. But it's a fair
question.
Here's a little bit of information
for you. The Kentucky Department
of Commerce has geared an aggres-
sive industry-solicitation program
around the findings of the Report and
is hard at work with it.
A pilot project was initiated in
April in whch 376 telegrams and let-
ters were sent to companies in the
gaskets, seals and packings industry.
Sixty-four companies, or 17 percent,
responded. Fourteen companies ex-
pressed interest and 30 more stated
they were interested for future ex-
pansion.
On July 13, 1,766 prospects were
contacted in the same manner in five
categories from Region A and two
from Region B. Fulton is in Region
"A"). Responses have been received
from 270 companies, or 15 percent.
Sixty-three expressed interest, re-
quested additional information or a
conference. One hundred forty-six
others indicated they may be interest-
ed at some future date. On July 27,
1,364 telegrams and letters were sent
out, and 45 replies had been received
by noon the following day. Of these,
13 expressed interest and 27 indicated
possible interest in the future. Dur-
ing August 4,347 companies are being
contacted, and by the end of Aug-
ust 75 percent of the categories in the
Region A and B reports will have
been included in the program.
Commissioner of Commerce
Katherine Peden pointed out that the
"Blueprint for Action," (a summary
of the Report) was available, as well
as folders on each of the 400 industry
categories. She is giving these reports
wide distribution. She further stated
that Fantus had fulfilled their con-
tract to the letter and had gone above
and beyond the original commit-
ment. She feels that the state has
been given an industrial atlas in the
Fantus document. On Monday night
in New York Kentucky's advertising
agency had arranged for a press con-
ference with Business Week, Fortune,
Newsweek, and others, where the
Kentucky group and representatives
of Fantus discussed the program.
Commissioner Peden explained
how the Industrial Team had been co-
operating in following through on the
Fantus study: seventy-five calls had
been assigned and appointments are
being set up. The Kentucky Chamber
is seeking to cooperate in every way.
The Kentucky Bankers Association
had been asked to reactivate an in-
dustrial committee. Miss Peden has
advised that copies of the "Blueprint
for Action" would be available for
this group. She stated that they are
also being sent to the Technical Ad-
visory Committee, to Cabinet mem-
bers, the Legislature, and community
leaders.
This is a soundly-planned, ag-
gressive program that is calculated to
help the whole State, including Ful-
ton and its surrounding area.
Last week Fulton was visited by
representatives of an industry seek-
ing to put a new plant in this area.
Whether the Fantus report was re-
sponsible or not for their coming, we
do not know—but we wouldn't be sur-
prised. Nor would we be surprised if
others come next week or in the
months to follow.
The Park Is For T he Citizenry; Let's Use It
We understand that there has
been a certain amount of determined
opposition, on the part of a few well-
meaning people in Fulton, to the use
of any part of the city park for forth-
coming Banana Festival attractions.
The opposition is well-meaning,
in that those who oppose the idea
simply want to keep the place neat,
clean and well-groomed as it now is,
fearing that an onrush of thousands
of people during Festival week may
leave it in a mess.
To all of those we would simply
like to pose the question: What is the
Park for?? Is it not a community
"congregating point" for all kinds of
activities, as well as a community
playground??
We think it is, and that it is
ideally suited. It is easy to get to
from out-of-town; it has ample park-
ing facilities; its use leaves the busi-
ness district free of congestion. The
citizens of Fulton have been most
generous in giving to projects that
support the park and increase its at-
tractiveness, and the only dividend
they seek is the use of it when the oc-
casion arises!
We think it a fair point, however,
that after the Festival the park
grounds be restored to the same con-
dition they were in before the Festi-
val started . . . just in case no one had
thought about it.
Did New York's Repugnant Image Kill The
World's Fair For Millions Of Vacationers?
To us, there seems to be a cer-
tain amount of ironical laughter in
many circles about the New York
World's Fair on the part of the mil-
lions of people around the country
who didn't get there and who don't
particularly give a hang.
Granted, it was an extravaganza
of the first magnitude, a collection of
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the latest, the finest, the most daz-
zling. And its establishment as such
automatically should have made it
the focal point of all family travel
during the past two summers. We
imagine that the Fair officials reckon-
ed it would be.
But right off, the "image" of
New York and the Fair last year was
painted in drab colors: race rioting,
boycotts and distaste with conditions
outside the fairgrounds. Obviously,
the "image" never recovered itself
enough to prove attractive; the 1964-5
Fair is closing in bankruptcy.
We don't know of any man in his
right mind who is willing to risk his
family in areas of rioting, stone-
throwing and racial troubles when he
can turn another direction and find a
happy, peaceful, fun-filled trip else-
where. And if the "images" of all of
our larger cities come to be painted in
the same drab colors—as they seem
to be coming to—the days of massed
millions for such things as World's
Fairs in this country may well be
drawing to an end.
STRICTLY BUSINESS by MeNatUra
40•014.1.01.1•11110011
vow".
"The president will never believe this great idea camg
from Toss, Argyle—so I'll tell him it's mine."
August 24, 1945
Among the promotions announc-
ed by the Minois Central this week
was that of G. J. Willingham from
assistant to the vice-president and
general manager to manager of
personnel.
The Community Singing Conven-
tion will be held at Poplar Grove
Church on Sunday, August 26.
Everyone is invited to attend.
The eleventh annual Farm Bu-
reau picnic was held August 22 at
the Fulton Fair Grounds. In spite
of overcast skies and light inter-
mittent rains, farmers gathered
early in the morning to enjoy a
well-planned program, with a bar-
becue picnic at noon.
Miss Vera Evelyn Cates, daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Cates
and granddaughter of Rev. and
Mrs. C. E. Aikin South Fulton,
who has been in Witeington, D. C.
for some weeks, has been trans-
ferred from the Pittance Depart-
ment to the Insurance Department
of the Veterans Administration.
Miss Cates is a member of the
1945 South Fulton graduating
class.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Russell of
Fulton gave a fish fry on August
18, which was enjoyed very much
by: Mr. and Mrs. hi Taylor and
Garland Sutton of Cayce,
David Sundwick, Mr. and
John Covington and Misr




From Fulton, Route 3: Burley
tobacco in this section is being
housed. Alvin Foster cut and hous-
ed three acres Monday. This type
of tobacco is new in this section.
Let us hope for good prices and
more of it next year.
From Beelerton: Congratulations
to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Duke, who
were married in Nashville on Aug-
ust 12.
Mr, and Mrs. Also Hicks are hav-
ing the foundation of their new
home laid. It will be located at the
site of their house which burned a
few years ago.
From Lynnville: The hail last
Saturday did a lot of damage to
some tobacco crops in this com-
munity. Ernest Wilson's crop was
almost totally ruined.
From Austin Springs: Miss Delia
Vincent has just purchased a new
wheel chair and can now wheel
herself around. She hasn't been
able to walk since she fell last
spring, injuring her leg.
Tom Bennett is suffering from a
broken hip, sustained in a fall a
week ago.
House Education-Labor Committee
Approves $1.75 Minimum Wage
The House Education and Labor
Committee has approved a three-
step increase in the minimum
wage to $1.75 an hour and added
coverage of 7.2 million workers.
By a voice vote, it completed ac-
tion on a bill that goes far beyond
President Johnson's recommenda-
tion for bringing 4.6 million more
workers under federal wage legis-
lation. The President did not ask
for any specific increase in the
present $1.25 wage at this time.
"This should show that we're not
just a rubber stamp for the Presi-
dent," said Chairman Adam Clay-
ton Powell, D.N. Y.
The ranking Republican, Rep.
William H. Ayres of Ohio, said
most of the 10 GOP members are
opposed to the bill.
A major innovation is the pro-
posed extension of coverage to
agricultural workers. It would bring
in, at lower wage levels than for
other workers, 1.3 million hired
hands, migratory workers and
sharecroppers. Only farms employ-
ing four or more men would be
covered.
The bill would increase the $1.25
minimum to $1.40 next July 1, to
$1.60 in 1967, and to $1.75 on July
1,1900.
The committee said the total
yearly increase in wages when the
$1.75 level is reached would be
about $4.8 billion.
The farm workers would be
brought under the act at $1.15 an
hour on July 1, 1906, and get an in-
crease to $1.25 in 1968.
For the other 5.9 million newly
covered workers, the minimum
would start at $1 an hour on Jan.
1, 1966, jump to $1.15 six months
later, then go up in annual steps
to $1.75 in 1970. This would affect
workers in small retail and service
enterprises (large ones were
brought in three years ago), hos-
pitals, hotels, motels, laundries,
dry cleaning establishments, mo-
tion picture theaters, the logging
industry, and automobile and farm
implement sales rooms.
The House group defeated two
Republican proposals that would
have cut the figure to $1.60 in one
case and $1.50 in the other.
President Johnson urged that
coverage be extended to 4.7 mil-
lion new workers. He made it
clear he wanted an increase in
the minimum but specified no
figure.
Questions And Answers For
I VETERANS AFFAIRS I
Q—I am a World War n Veteran
with a Certificate of Elligibility fo-
a GI loan issued several years ago.
Is it still good?
A—Since eligibility of some
World War H veterans has already
expired, based on their length of
service, you should submit your
certificate to the VA for review to
determine your own individual
date of expiration.
Q—I read recently Etat a veteran
having a ten percent dental con-
dition could not qualify for the
new insurance. Is this correct?
A—No. If the dental or oral con-
dition is compensable, it would be
accepted, to qualify you for the
new GI insurance, if you are other-
wise eligible.
Q—If a veteran is eligible for the
new GI insurance, does he have to
take the full $10,000 coverage?
A--No A veteran may take as
little as $1,000 worth of coverage
and on up, usually in $500 steps.
until the maximum of $10,000 is
reached. An eligible veteran with
no GI insurance at all may take as
much as $10,000: others merely
enough to bring their total GI in-
surance holding to $10,000.
Attorney General Says New Rules
Needed For Stale Political Game
(Editor's Net*: This is the cow
chiding portion of a speech given
by Kentucky Attorney General Rob-
ert Matthews to the Paducah Ro-
tary Club-)
(Continued From Last Week)
LOW PUBLIC OPINION OF
POLITICS AND POLITICANS
Any personal reference by one
officer-holder demeaning another
public official because of his size,
shape or personal characteristic is
most unbecoming.
Frankly, I believe it is also not
politically smart because the pub-
lic resents it.
Harry Truman, in answering his
critics and detractors, had a favor-
ite saying which you all know: "If
you can't stand the heat get out of
the kitchen."
Certainly, so far as this speaker
Is concerned, I will play the politi-
cal game or any other game ac-
cording to any set of established
rules, but I think the time has
come for Kentucky and the politi-
cians in Kentucky to adopt a new
set of rules, run campaigns and
base criticism on issues instead of
Innuendoes, on qualifications of
candidates, not villification of op-
ponents. As a result, politicians and
candidates will think more of each
other and much more important
they will be thought of better by
the people.
We speak of corrupt practices in
politics. Kentucky has statutes out-
lawing corrupt practices. It is a set
of laws by which, among other
things, both political parties are
charged to report campaign con-
tributions and how they are spent.
A maximum limit of $10,000 is set
for contributions and expenditures
for the office of Governor. This is
totally unrealistic and hypocritical.
It is a well-known fact that five
30-mirage television programs on
each of the state's two major tele-
vision stations for a candidate for
Governor will total, or exceed, the
statutory maximum expenditure
alone.
I would be quite hopeful that the
1986 Legislature will lift the limit
on campaign expenditures, with
tighter reporting of campaign con-
tributions and expenditures, and
make the candidate himself re-
sponsible for attesting the report.
The people want good govern-
ment. They want to know the truth.
They deserve to know. They do not
deserve to be misled, misguided, or
misinformed, and they will not
tolerate it for long.
Thomas Jefferson said it some-
times is believed man cannot be en-
trusted with governing himself. U
that is true, can he be trusted with
governing others?
We may not have found angels
in our own selves, in our own be-
haviour, but that does not foreclose
the possibility that there are better
angels in our natures. The people
should not be compelled to make a
choice between candidates who try
to out-shout, out-cry, out-vilify
each other.
The people's government is a
child begotten of the will of the
people, the popular will, and is not
a creature of the Legislature. It is
a government by ballot and not by
bullies of muckraking.
If there now exists a division in
the ranks of the people of this Com-
monwealth as to the future course
of the state, let us decide and de-
termine it upon the basis of issue
and fact, and not on personality.
The desire to serve the people in
high office must spring from the
deep well of conscience and chal-
lenge, exposed to the bright light
of public scrutiny and tested
thoroughly. It must not be an elu-
sive thing that ducks and dodges
Into the shadows of evasion.
And, so, in conclusion, let me
just add one thing which you and
I both know. Everyone makes mis-
takes.
Bernard Swope, the great news-
paper man, upon retiring was ask-
ed the simple question of what his
secret to success was. He thought
for a minute and said he could
provide no answer or no key to suc-
cess, but he could give very quick-
ly a reason for failure: try to
please everyone.
Certainly I think that those of
us in government are the greatest
successes of all because at times
we please no one.
The challenge of public service
Is a gripping one. It has a fascina-
tion not unlike that of the melodi-
ous sirens which Ulysses could re-
sist only by tying himself to the
mast of his ship as it sailed by.
So help put politics on a high
plane. Participate actively—you
will find it challenging and fasci-
nating—and in so doing make a
contribution to the lifeblood of
democracy!
'I'HE END
Deartment Of Safety To Issue
Warnings About Check Forgeries
The State Police has released the
first summary of records and con-
victions of persons convicted for
various types of forgery to retail
merchants throughout Kentucky.
State Public Safety Commission-
er Glenn Lovern said the summary
will be distributed quarterly to help
curb the rising rate of forged docu-
ments.
He pointed out that in spite of
all precautions practiced by re-
tailers in cashing checks, they are
losing millions of dollars annually
through forgeries. The forgers use
federal, state, and payroll checks
as a basis for their operation, and
there has been a large increase in
use of this type of check, he said.
Loven pointed out that it is rare
for a merchant not to have one or
more forged checks cashed by his
business annually. It is important
for law enforcement agencies and
citizens of Kentucky to cooperate
and eliminate as much of this I is
as possible, he said.
Colonel James E. Bassett, direc-
tor of the State Police, said that
the forgery data is being prepared
by the agency's Bureau of Identifi-
cation, and is furnished as confi-
dential information. Use, reproduc-
tion or republication without writ-
ten approval is prohibited, he said.
A similar service to Kentucky bus-
inesses, provided by the State Po-
lice is the Shoplifters' Bulletin, de-
veloped last year.
The new summary includes pho-
tographs and full descriptions of
convicted forgers who have served
time in the penitentiary. The ma-
terial was gathered by First Ser-
geant Frank Anastasio, commander
of the State Police Bureau of Iden-
tification, and his staff. The section
also handles the Shoplifters' Bul-
letin and State Police identification
procedures.
Bet the highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Ass.
elation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $111,000
by the Federal Savings & Loan insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal






SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for ad-
ditional information
and financial state-
ment, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
Mr. James M. Btaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information to
Name 
Address 









































































































































































Consultants under contract from
the Kentucky Department of High-
ways have started design work
which will locate Interstate 24 with-
in its proposed corridor and pro-
vide the basis for actual construc-
tion.
Interstate 24, which will be part
of an express route from St. Louis
to Nashville, will enter Kentucky
between Paducah and Metropolis,
Ill., swing south of Paducah, cross
the Tennessee and Cumberland
Rivers near Kentucky and Barkley
Dams, and then swing through the
Kuttawa and Eddyville areas to
the state line south of Hopkins-




Population growth in Martin
since the 1960 census has given the
city a 22.35 per cent increase and
a total of 5212 residents according
to a released count last week from
the Tennessee Planning Commis-
sion.
Martin's population status in
1960 was 4,750 with 1,062 more be-
Jag added in a special census last
year.
Dresden showed a gain of 165,
from an anneiation in 1964, over its
1960 count of 1,510 bringing its
total population to 1,675.
Gleason's 900 in 1960 showed no
increase or decrease in the re-
port, while Greenfield added 292 to
its 1990 total of 1,779 to bring its
total residents to 2,071.
I'm sure every one was proud of
the wonderful rain Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brecon and
children spent several days recent-
ly at Mulkey and Lookout Moun-
tains.
Mrs. Clara Ledbetter, of Granite,
City, M., and Mrs. Maggie Rawls,
of Fulton, spent Tuesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Mandl Roach. Their dau-
ghter, Mrs. Betty Burcham, and
her daughters, of Clinton, spent
Sunday with them.
Mrs. Sandra Hicks and guest,
from Covington, spent the week
end with Sandra's parents, Kr.
and Mrs. Atreus Polsgrove.
M. and Mrs. Alton Smithson
spent the week end in CoultervMe,
m.
Gary Stem spent Sunday with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Murphey in Princeton, Ky.
David Long spent the week end
with his parents. One of his class-
mates at UTMB, Jimmie Turner,
came home with him
Dennis Greer spent several days
last week in Dyersburg with his
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Les-
ter Alford, Mr. and Mrs. William
Greer and Pamela drove down
Sunday and had dinner with the
Affords and brought Dennis home.
All our youngsters had to start
scohol Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferguson
and children returned from Irvin,
Texas, after a week's visit with
Joe Royce Lowe and family.
Harold Rogers has been on the
puny list the last few days.
Leland Adams, of Fulton, visited











PUBLIC PIGEON Ne. I
eventually connect with the Pur-
chase Parkway to be built from
Fulton to near Kentucky Dam and
will provide part of the connecting
link between the Purchase road
and the end of the Western Ken-
tucky Parkway at Princeton.
A Loui-ville firm is (maligning the
bridge which will carry 1-24 across
the Ohio River near Metropolis.
The new bridge has long been
sought by people in the Paducah-
Metropolis area as a replacement
for the old and narrow Irvin Cobb
Bridge.
The design of the highway from
the west approach of the bridge to
the Tennessee state line is being
prepared by a Chicago firm.
Charles Henry, district engineer
for the highway department, said
that the design work is expected to
take about a year.
Under the Interstate Highway





An opportunity for Fulton area
residents to offer their abilities to
the Peace Corps will come at 9
A. M., Saturday, September 11, at
the post office in Mayfield.
The opportunity is the Peace
Corps Placement Test, which is
not passed or failed and cannot be
studied for. It measures general
aptitude and the ability to learn a
language. If, for example, test
scores indicate limited language
acquiring ability, the Peace Corps
tries to place the applicant in an
English-speaking area.
The test is used by the Peace
Corps only as a tool in the match-
ing of Volunteers and jobs. The
Peace Corps application is the
most important indicator of suit-
ability for Peace Corps service. It
must be filled out and brought to
the exam unless previously sub-
mitted.
Applicants should plan on about
one and a half hours at the testing
centers, unless they wish to take
the Spanish or French language
achievement test, which requires
an additional hour.
Education will greatly improve
in the future, Dr. Richard I. Mil-
ler coordinator of the Program for
Educational Change in the Univer-
sity of Kentucky College of Educa-
tion, predicted during the closing
session of the Regional Elementary
School Principals Conference at
UK.
"Schools are better for more chil-
dren than at any time in our his-
tory, but I do not think they are
god enough for the future," Dr.
Miller said. "Approximately 20,000
teachers are enrolled in 410 teacher
Institutes throughout the United
States this summer and such in-
stitutes show a great potential for
the future," he said.
Fulton County Homemakers are
planning to study meat selection at
their September meetings. Visitors
are invited to attend the sessions.
Foods and -nutrition leaders will
be taught the lesson at a training
school September 7 from 9 to noon
at the Hickman-Fulton RECC build-
ing in Hickman. Miss Sunshine
Colley, Area Foods and nutrition
specialist, will conduct this train-
ing meeting, which will include a
trip to a grocery to observe the
different grades and cuts of meat.
The October lesson will be in
meat preparation. Leaders expect-
ed to attend the meeting include
Mrs. Bill Fenwick, Mrs. H. C.
Sams, Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Miss Lil-
lian Maddox, Mrs. Jack Graham.
Mrs. Robbie Webb, Mrs. Clyde
Fields, Mrs. A. L. Johnston, Mrs.
Ralph Hardy, Mrs. Harold William-
son, Mrs. Clem Atwill, Mrs. Lynn
Wiley, Mrs. M. R. Jeffress, and
Mrs. Leola Mayberry.
WESTERN DORMITORIES PLANNED—The State will open bids early in
September on twin nine-story men's dormitories at Western Kentucky State Col-
lege, Bowling Green. Each structure will house 391 students. A nine-story dor-
mitory for women is now under construction on the campus. The three build-
ings are expected to be ready for use in the fall of 1966. This sketch of the
proposed twin dormitories was prepared by Arrasmith and Judd, Louisville, and
Joseph P. Wilk, Bowling Gran, associated architects.
U. K. HOUSING COMPLEX—This architect's model shows plan of the 11-
structure undergraduate housing complex planned at the University of Ken-
tucky, Lexington. The $16 million complex would be constructed partly from
funds contained in the $176 million bond issue to be voted on this fall, and pro-
vide living and dining facilities for about 2,500 students. The design includes two
high-rise tower dormitories, eight low-rise dormitories and a central dining and
recreational facility for use by resident students at the University. The model
was prepared by the architect, Edward Durell Stone, New York, N. Y. Bids for
the various structures In the complex will be opened by the State Department of
Finance during August and September.
Murray State College has receiv-
ed $5,020 from the National Science
Foundation to conduct an in-service
Institute for high school and junior
high school teachers.
Dr. Alfred M. Wolfson, head of
the department of biological sci-
ences, will direct the institute,
which will be conducted to en-
courage teachers to increase their
competence, to develop in them a
spirit of science, and to encourage
them to peas on their learning to
their students.
The institute will offer one course
each semester. Animal morpho-
logy, Biology 603, will be taught by
Dr. Hunter Hancock this fall. Earth
science, Physics 501, will be offered
second semester.
The institute classes will meet
Monday evenings 6:00 to 9:00
throughout the semester beginning
September 20. Registration will be
Saturday, September 11, at 8:30
a. m.
Participants must be actively
teaching high school or junior high
school science, have need for the
course, and have potential for be-
coming excellent teachers. About
20 participants will be selected.
No tuition will be charged, an al-
lowance of $10 for books will be
paid, and part or all transportation
fees will be reimbursed.
Anyone wishing to enroll in the
course should contact Dr. A. M.
Wolfson, Department of Biological
Sciences, Murray State College,
Murray, Ky.
GEORGIA HAS ONLY FIVE
ONE-ROOM SCHOOLS
ATLANTA, Ga. — There will be
five one-room schools in Georgia
this fall compared with 3,422 in
1930. All five are in remote areas
and state officials say there are no
plans to eliminate them.
FIELD DAY PLANNED
A soybean field day will be held
at the Robert Sanger farm in Ful-
ton County on the Tiptonville Road
(Ky. 94) about five miles southwest
of Hickman at 1 p. m. Sept. 9.
Greenfield Monument Works
Comedian Bob Hope will head an all-star cast in two perform-
ances, September 16 and 17, at the Kentucky State Fair.
Other famous stars appearing during the Sept. 10 to 18 Fair
extravaganza are "Little Joe" of "Bonanza," the Canadian
Mounties spectacular Mounted Drill Team and Homer and
Jethro from John Lair's Renfro Valley Singers.
For almost nine years ofhis
life, Kentucky pioneer Sims. Ken-
ton was known as Simon Butler. It
was by that name that he wit first
known to Daniel Boone and George
Rogers Clark.
Universities and col:eges in Ken-
tucky will receive more than $17
million in construction funds from
the $176 million bond issue it it is
approved by the voters November
2.
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Sport Fishing On Kentucky Lake
Brings In 3.5 Million Dollars
Fishermen spent more than $3.5
million on Kentucky Lake from
July 1, 1964, to last June 29, ac-
cording to a year-round survey con-
ducted by the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, the Tennessee Game and
Fish Commission and the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
The average man-day expendi-
ture was $5.30, which represents
money spent "out-of-pocket" on
the day the fisherman was con-
tacted.
The survey was initiated last
year in an effort to determine what
sport fishing is worth on Ken-
tucky Lake, how fishing there com-
pares to other reservoirs, and what
could be done to improve the sport
fishery.
Survey information was gathered
by creel clerks contacting fisher-
men on the lake, from boat dock
operators, and by aerial surveil-
More than one hundred members
of the Home Demonstration Clubs
of Weakley County attended the
county - wide picnic at Bufo
Ellington 4-H training center
last Thursda y. Mrs. La-
verne Owensby, Mrs. Wayne
Grissom, Mrs. Jim Mats, Mrs.
Orvin Morrison, Mrs. Myrtle Tem-
ple, Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. V. C.
Simpson, Mrs. W. C. Morrison and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan from the
Chestnut Glade Club attended.
Mrs. Sara Ross Anderson and
two children and Mrs. Barbara
Williams Killebrew and two chil-
dren, who recently learned that
they are neighbors in Louisville,
Ky., spent last week end with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Ross
and Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams.
Colonel David Nanney, from Palo
Alto, Calif., is visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney, and
other relatives and friends.
Danny Ross, from Warren, Mich.,
visited his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. if. B. Ross recently. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Ross.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann and
Mrs. Opal Pounds spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan. They also visited Mrs.
Minnie Braun.
Milfred Braun, from Tulsa, Okla.,
and Mrs. Myrtle Braun visited Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and
other friends in this community
last Wednesday.
J. T. Simpson, who has been bed-
fast for several months, is not as
well the past several days.
Ted and Jerry Reams, from Lan-
sing, Mich., are spending their va-
cation with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Reams.
lance. The survey encompassed the
entire lake, from Pickwick Dam to
Kentucky Dam.
During the survey period 3,538,391
fish were caught by those inter-
viewed. Of the total, 49.1 were
black and white crappie. Bluegill,
catfish, white bass, and sauger
were also caught in large numbers.
Fifty four percent of all fisher-
men interviewed were successful in
catching fish during the period.




LARGANY, France — Jeanne
Fabre, who just celebrated her 81st
birthday here, is the oldest mayor
in France. "I keep my health and
my voting friends by walking all




STOCKHOLM—Under a new law,
Swedish children who miss school-
ing because they are hospitalized
are being taught in hospitals by
specially trained teachers. Each
child is entitled to one 45-minute
lesson a day, five days a week,
the law states.
WOMAN ELECTED
The first woman elected to the
Kentucky Legislature was Mary El-
liott Flanery from Boyd County
who served in the House of Repre-
sentatives from 1922 to 1924.
*Complete line of Hall-
mark cards, tallies and
playing cards
























Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
• Yellowstone Distillery Co. Louisville. Kentucky.
No place on earth has more to offer than Hot Springs...
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools . . . enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances dine on gourmet
food ... golf on our two 18-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Take the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—








Former Fulton Star Duane McAlister
On Kentucky Wildcats Varsity Squad
Duane McAlister of Fulton is one
of 39 first-year varsity members of
the University of Kentucky Wild-
cats this fall.
A five-foot eleven-inch, 206-pound
graduate of Fulton High School, he
was an all-state fullback-tackle as
a teammate of Kentucky quarter-
back Terry Beadles in 1983.
He began his Kentucky career
slowly as a reserve freshman guard
last year, but showed considerable
improvement in spring practice.
McAlister right now is listed
number three among four defensive
left guards, but if he continues to
improve in fall practice, as he did
in the spring, he could easily move
up a notch.
Another factor in his long-range
favor is that five of Kentucky's
guard corps are seniors and none
are juniors. Next season's guards
will have to come from this year's
sophomore class.
"Duane is a boy who had a fine
high school career and who has
made a lot of progress since he
came to Kentucky," says coach
Charlie Bradshaw.
"He's a fine prospect, but its
hard to tell yet how much of a
contribution he can make this
year."
"You never know how much a
boy will mature and develop phy-
sically over the summer. There are
always a few pleasant surprises,
and Duane could well be one of
them."
McAlister says he's anxious to
meet the challenge. "After you've
been away from the game for a
while you get to the point where
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
August 27: Robert Juhnson; Aug-
ust 28: Kelly Collier, Barney Green,
Wallace Shankle; August 29: Vic-
tor Damons, Wm. C. Webb, Mrs.
William Smith; August 30: Clif-
ford Arnold, Sammy Armbruster,
Joel Keith Demons, Kent Jackson,
John Mitchell, David Reed;
August 31: Mrs. Louise Carter,
Regnil Hensley, Dorothy McKnight,
Mrs. M. L. Rhodes, Harvey Vick,
Sr.; September 1: Ira Cloys, Wilma
Cloys, Eva C. King, Mrs. E. H.
Knighton; September 2: Herbert
Grissom, Linda Thorpe Joiner,
Paul Wright.
Miss Joyce Ann Phillips Weds
George McDonald Nall Saturday
Miss Joyce Ann Phillips and
George McDonald Nall were mar-
ried at 2:30 p. m. last Saturday in
the First Baptist Church in Owens-
boro, Kentucky. The Rev. Robert
E. Humphreys performed the dou-
ble ring ceremony before a back-
ground of ferns and palms accent-
ed with seven branched candelabra
holding lighted tapers, and a bas-
ket of ivory gladiolus.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Felix Phillips of Owens-
boro. The groom, now of Chicago,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
C. Nall of Fulton.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride chose for her wedding a
gown of ivory faille. The fitted,
raised waistline was highlighted by
Swiss lace embroidered with pearls,




Many lovely parties and showers
were given for Miss Joyce Phillips,
whose marriage to George McDon-
ald Nall took place on August 21.
Among them were:
A patio party given at the home
-of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dew, Jr. in
Owensboro. Mrs. Depp is the for-
mer Carmen Pigue of Fulton, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Bertes Pigne.
The rehearsal dinner, given by
Mr. and Mrs. Martin C. Nall of
Fulton, parents of the groom, in
the Gold Coin Room at the Owens-
boro Country Club. Members of the
wedding party, immediate families
,and out-of-town guests were pres-
.ent.
sleeves. The A-line skirt was de-
signed with a removable chapel
train. Her crown of pearl-edged
lace was accented in back with a
flat bow and streamers of peau
and held the bouffant, tiered veil of
silk illusion. She carried a cascade
arrangement of phalaenopsis orch-
ids, ivy and stephanotis.
The honor attendant, Mrs. W. K.
Nunemacher of Evansville, Ind.,
wore a sea blue empire gown fash-
ioned of crepe and carried an ivory
glamellia. On her head was a tiny,
veiled pilibox hat in matching color.
Dr. Thomas M. Nall of New
York City served his brother as
best man. Ushers were Reid Hol-
land of Albuquerque, N. M., Wil-
liam F. Lewis of Pittsburg, Pa.,
Jack Martin of Rocky River, Ohio,
and Carter Glass of Chicago.
Wedding marches included
"Trumpet Tune" and "Trumpet
Voluntary Iji D Major", both by
Purcell. Charles William Rebel'
sang, "Believe Me If All Those En-
dearing Young Charms" and at the
close of the service, "The Lord's
Prayer."
The bride's mother wore a Dior
blue tree bark silk suit with match-
ing accessories and a white orchid.
Also seated in the family pew were
the bride's grandmother, Mrs. Ar-
thur Phillips; Mrs. J. Albert
Brown, Mrs. Vincent Townsend and
Miss Mildred McDonald, all of St.
Louis, aunts of the groom. The par-
ents of the groom were unable to
attend on account of illness.
A reception was given by the
bride's parents at the Owensboro
Country Club immediately follow-
ing the ceremony.
After a wedding trip to Montego
Bay, Jamaica, Mr. and Mrs. Nall
will live at 4970 North Marine
Drive, Chicago.
you really miss it," he says. "I
think Kentucky is going to have
one of its finest teams ever this
year, and I'm hoping to contribute
what I can to the season. I can
hardly wait for fall practice to be-
gin."
This summer he worked with
Beadles for the McDade Construc-
tion Company of Fulton on the
widening of US 51. He reports the
work kept him in good shape.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Duward
McAlister, Route One, he is work-
ing toward a career in hospital ad-
ministration after graduation. "I
feel I've completed one year of ex-
cellent study toward my life's
work," he says. "This war one
of the main reasons—the academic
opportunity—that I came to UK.
The other was that I wanted to
play football for my home-state
university."
He'll be doing a lot of that, his




"A certified public accountant
should be selected by a business-
man as carefully as he selects his
banker or physician," a University
of Kentucky associate professor of
accounting says in "Research
Briefs," the third issue of a new
type of publication inaugurated this
year by the Bureau of Business Re-
search at UK.
Professor William W. Ecton has
directed the study "toward a more
complete understanding of bankers
of certified financial statements."
He says that "no one should be
so naive as to believe that all
CPA's thoroughly understand and
follow generally accepted auditing
standards, than they should be-
lieve that all physicians fully un-
derstand human anatomy or that





EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and the
student will have ample time to repay the loan af-
ter Graduation.
Any Farmer who is eligible for PCA Credit may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in getting a Col-
lege Education.














Mrs. L. T. Caldwell ep
A delicious pot-luck supper was
enjoyed by the Friendship Club
Friday night at the city park in
Fulton. Eleven members and their
families attended. A short business
meeting was held after the meal.
Relatives and friends of Mac
Durden gathered at his home on
Sunday, August 22, with baskets of
delicious food to help him observe
his 100th birthday. Around one hun-
dred visited Mr. Durden during the
day. He is grateful for the many
gifts, cards, delicious food and
visits of all. We wish to congratu-
late Mr. Darden and to wish him
many more birthdays.
Mrs. Veneida Moss visited friends
In Gilman, Illinois, over the week
end.
Mrs. Avaleen Sallee spent the
week end with friends in Obion.
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish and
sons, Larry and David, visited his
mother. Mrs. J. M. Parrish, and
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Fankbonner of
Salem, M., over the week end.
Miss Nine Rose Moss and Mike
Moss spent the week end with their
sister, Mrs. Albert Markham, and
husband of Martin.
Greg Sallee spent the week end
with his father, Jack Sallee, in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin rerguson and
daughters, Teresa and Vicki, Mrs.
Ligon Welch and Miss Betty Welch,
of Memphis, recently visited the
Smoky Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Sallee, of
Memphis, visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Welch, recently.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna
Lou Cardwell and Mrs. Dorita Bog-
gess and children, Brad and LuAn,
recently visited Gatlinburg, Chero-
kee, North Carolina, and other
points of interest.
We extend our sympathy to the
family of Mrs. Everett Osteen. Mrs.
Osteen resided in our vicinity for
many years, but had been in the
Weakley County Nursing Home at
Dresden for some time.
Don Tomlinson, local Church of
Christ minister, is conducting a re-
ligious survey in this immediate
vicinity.
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MAJOR OSBORNE IS NAMED
SALVATION ARMY SECRETARY
LOUISVILLE — Maj. James Os-
borne will become secretary of the
Kentucky-Tennessee Division of the
Salvation Army Sept. 1. He has
been city commander at Miami.
Osborne succeeds Maj. Harold
Robins who is taking a similar
position at Richmond, Va., after
six years as secretary here.
45,900 ISSUED
More than 45,000 registrations
and renewals of boat licenses for
1965 have been tabulated in the of-
fices of the division of boating
according to William King, director
of the division in the Department
of Public Safety.
45 PERCENT SPENT
Kentucky has spent 45 percent of
$930 million to be used for Inter-
state Highway Program construc-
tion. Nine-tenths of the funds are




Dr. John B. &Apar, a University
of Kentucky alumnus, has joined
the Library of Congress staff as
head of the motion picture section
of the Division of Prints and Photo-
graphs. Dr. Kuiper, son of Prof.
John Kuiper, chairman of the UK
Department of Philosophy, holds a
Ph.D. degree from the University
of Iowa and for the past flve years
has been on the faculty of that in-
stitution.
During his career in the field of
photography and communications,
he has worked in Africa as a
cameraman filming the network
television series, "Zoo Parade."
GOVERNOR QUIT
Confederate-sympathiser Beriah
Magoffin resigned his office as
Governor of Kentucky in 1862 when
the Legislature became Unionist in
sentiment.
Massey-Ferguson-35 S. P.
Good - Pick up Reel-Ideal
for small farm-Ready for
field. We dock parts
$1350.00
Massey - Ferguson-72 S. P.
Pick up Reel - Ready for
Soybeans Late Models
$2250.00 
MH 80 S. P. Pick up Reel
R & C Tires - Good - See
These $1050.00 
MH 90S. P. Ready for field
Big Motor - R & C $1650.00
MF 92 S. P. Pick up - Real
Good Late Model - Priced
Cheap $2950.00 
IH-141-S. P. Cheap $695.00
J. D. - 45 - S. P. $1450.00
J. D. 55B - S. P. $850.00
OTHER SELF PROPELL
$450.00 ut
—27 used Machines To
Pick From
Complete Parts Service
Ask Your Neighbor About












FOR A LIMITED TIME
Get famous
Beautyrest comfort
in extra long size
at Big Savings
It's Simmons Big Once-A-Year Beautyrest Long Boy
Sale! Now you can get a new Beautyrest Long Boy
set (mattress and box spring) and save a Big $20.
You get 5 inches extra length. You get the world's
finest mattress comfort—the kind of comfort that only
Beautyrest independent coils can give. It's a rare op-
portunity. Don't miss it.
Beautyrest Long Boy Set $159.00




'1141 11111111.- 'e.+00.111 
conventional beds
fo Long Boy size,
Graham Furniture Co.
FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE
303 Walnut St. Phone 472-3791
5 inches longer
...than standard size
NOW AT NO EXTRA COST
why BEAU FYREST bettc!r:
Ordinary Mattress Beautyrest
Ordinary mattresses have about 300 wired-together springs
that sag down together under weight. Push one down and
the others sag down too. Beautyrest is different. Over 800
springs are not wired together. They are separate—indepen-
dent. Push one down and the others aren't affected.
4'111,1T4lit.
EiRttelg-TEEMAti
Only Beautyrest has independent coils
Since independent Beautyrest springs are separate end In-
dependent each adjusts to your weight and gives firm, body-
fitting comfort. No sag—no curved spine. In a Beautyrest
ouble bed there are "His" springs and "Her" springs—
oss between are not affected. Result: single bed coin-
ft In a double bed. No sag—no rolling together.
Another comforting thought. Beautyrest lasts longer—
outlasts other mattresses by 3 to 1 according to rigid tests
by the Nationwide Consumer Testing Institute. Costs only
a penny more per night than so celled "Bargains."
BEAUTVREST SIMMONS






















































































































GOVERNOR EDWARD T. BREATHITT will
awelcome boating enthusiasts to this year's Admf inrals
Boat Parade and Picnic at Frankfort The third an-nual picnic will be held Sunday, August 29, on the




Checks totaling $44,010,1100 were
on their way to Tennessee's
152 school systems, Including the
Union Coy and Chicon county sys-
tems.
The animist represents one-third
of the more than libt million In
state equalisation funds which
state officials estimate will be re-
quired to maintain equal educa-
tional standards in grades 1-12
across the state.
Before the 1965-46 school year is
out, the Obion county school sys-
tem is expected to receive $740,765
of this money, an increase of al-
most 01,000 over what was re-
ceived the past school year.
HOSPITAL MIS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
August 25:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mike Beadles, Mrs. IL Grissom,
Mack Ryan, Mark Johnson, Mrs.
Larry Clark, Fulton; Will Carter,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Donald
Riley, Route 1, Hickman; Mrs.
Clayton Kyle, Crutchfield; Kathleen
Golden, Water Valley; Chad nick-
er, !Ringo; Mrs. E. W. Wray, Route
2, Wingo; Mrs. 'Thomas Qulllens,
Arlington; Ronald Piutam, Mc-
Connell; Hattie Mai Hustles, Hick-
man.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Birdie Ledbetter, Bernard
Houston, Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs.
Warren Bard, Joyce Hale, Mrs.
Earl Craddock, Ronnie Snead, Roy
Robbins, Fulton; Mrs. Robert Har-
rison, Cayce; Herman Wade, Lynn-
ville; Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Water Val-
ley.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Martin Nall,
Mrs. Martin Nall, Mrs. Ernest
Willey, Mrs. Joe Cochran Fulton;
Mrs. Glenn Byrd, Roy Haii,e11, Jeff
Harrison, Route 1, Fultoa; Ruel
Fulcher, Route 2, Fulton; Murrell
Williams, J. W. Lacey, Jim Pur-
cell, Mrs. C. L. Bryant, Route 4,
Fulton; Mrs. Calvin Zickefoose and
baby, James Powell, Harold Gris-
som, Mamie New, Mrs. John Gam-
bill, Mrs. Dora Kibbler, South Ful-
ton; Elmer Blumeriberg, Bill Hink-
le, Clinton; Mrs. George Potter,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Buford
Walker, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs.
Ronald Stairs, V/ingo; Mrs. Rad-
ford Chambers, Mrs. Bill Brown,
Dukedom; Fred Dyer, Cayce; Scott
DeMyer, Route 4, Hickman; Glynn
Mangold, Route 1, Hickman; Gay-
Ion Brooks, Route 3, Union City;
Bill Bell, Burkley, Mich.
HELLO WORLDI
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Livingston, of Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Deborah Ann, on August 17.
Mrs. Livingston is the former Bet-
ty Ann Bowden, daughter of Mrs.
Harry Bowden of Fulton.
LIONS HAVE PICNIC
A crowd of about 150 Lions Club
members and their families attend-
ed the annual family picnin Friday
at the City Park. A barbecue din-





HOMESTEAD, FLA. - Doctor
(Captain) Richard G. Onkey, for-
merly of 2300 Tigertail Ct., Miami,
has arrived for duty at Homestead
AFB, Fla., after a tour of service
lb Japan.
Doctor Onkey, an orthopedic
surgeon, is assigned to Homestead
for duty supporting the Strategic
Air Command, America's long-
range nuclear bomber and missile
force.
The Miami Senior High School
graduate attended the University
of Florida and the University of
Tennessee and has an M. D. de-
gree.
His wife, Carla, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Clark of
Rt. 3, Fulton, KT,
Doctor Omkey is the am of Mrs.
Rosalie H. Clark of St. Peters-
burg, Fla.
8th INFANTRY DIV., GERMANY
-Army Pvt. James H. Shell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard Shell,
Route 3, Hickman, Ky., was assign-
ed to the lith Infantry Division in
Germany, Aug. 2.
Shell, a mechanic in Headquart-
ers and Company A of the divi-
sion's Eith Medical Battalion near
Mannheim, entered the Army last
February and received basic
training at Fort Knox, Ky.
The 18-year-old soldier attended
Fulton County High School.
DEATHS
Loa Scofield
Funeral services for Lon C. Sco-
field were held last Saturday morn-
ing in Old Bethel Primitive Baptist
Church, with Bro. Henry Hays of
Milan officiating. Interment, in
charge of Jackson Funeral Home,
was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Scofield, of Water Valley,
died suddenly Thursday afternoon
at the Sunnyside Retirement Home
near Mayfield. He was a member
of the Pleasant View Baptist
Church in Water Valley.
Surviving are two nieces, two
nephews and several cousins.
ICE CREAM SUPPER SET
The Bethlehem Methodist Church
at Pilot Oak will hold its annual
home-made ice cream supper Sat-
urday night.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, barbecue,
home-made cake and ice cream
will be sold, beginning at six o'-
clock.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
DELEGATES NAMED
Mrs. Jim Bright, Mrs. Odell Mc-
Millin and Mrs. William R. Johnson
have been named delegates from
the Fulton Women's Bowling As-
sociation to the state convention in
Owensboro October LB. Alternates
are Mrs. Alma Jean Mann, Mrs.
Doris Featherston and Mrs. Curtis
McAlister.
LEGION HAS PICNIC
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of the American Legion and its
auxiliary had its annual picnic at
the City Park Monday night. The
Legion furnished meat and drinks,
while the auxiliary supplied salads
and desserts.
GO 0 CASE
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• DUKEDOM HT. 2
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
We were glad to see the nice
rain that fell late Sunday after-
noon. It's much cooler and we
hope to get more rain soon.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Ruddle are
visiting relatives in Detroit at this
time.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett spent sev-
eral days last week with her sis-
ter, who came home from the hos-
pital recently.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Wil-
son Sunday afternoon. Other visi-
tors were Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Craddock of Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Foy of
Arizona and Mr. and Mrs. David
Foy and children, Virginia and
Larry, of Pennsylvania are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Trenton Rickman
this week,
Mrs. Norman Crittenden is home
from the hospital, where she spent
most of last week.
• Mrs. Ora McGuire is vacationing
near Chicago this week, as guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Eudy, and fam-
ily. She was accompanied by an-
other daughter, Mrs. Louis Jones,
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Ruddle call-
ed on the Oliver Taylors Thursday
night of last week.
The revival at the Methodist
Church in Dukedom closed Friday
night...Bro. Barnes, from Fulton
First Church, was the evangelist.
There will be a supper at the
Bethlehem Methodist Church ox
Saturday night, August 28. Serv
ing will start about 6 p. m. Every
one is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd visite(
in the Tremon Rickman home Sun
day afternoon.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
COME SEE YOU'LL SAYE
SUPER RI
Rump Roast BONELESS BEELF
GN1 98c m
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OM S FULLY COOKED WHOLE OR HALF
SUPER RIGHT SEMI BONELESS 
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SUPER RIGHT - FULLY MATURED BEEF
STEAK SALE
PORTERHOUSE CHOICE CUT CENTER CUT
OR T-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND
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Praise Soap gIgrat  3 36t
Fluffy All 3 :6"i 79t
Dishwasier 46*
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I have been attending several
county fairs during the past weeks
and have truly enjoyed each one.
I am impressed each time I view
the many exhibits featured at the
different fairs. While I enjoy the
livestock shows, the floral hall en-
tries demonstrate not only the fine
garden products our citizens are
grovring, but also great skill in
various types of crafts and handl-
works.
With today's modern agriculture,
many people feel that county fairs
are on the decline. This is far from
being the case, as a great number
of fairs increase In attendance from
year to year. A similar expansion
can be noted in the number of ex-
hibits in various classes and divi-
sion's.
In going through the different
floral hall displays, I was happy to
note the wide variety of classes of-
fered. Urban people have an oppor-
tunity to enter displays along with
their rural neighbors. Thus, our
fairs are serving the total interests
of local communities, allowing
them to make a greater contribu-
tion to the welfare of the entire
community and its population.
• • • •
Another means of fostering a bet-
ter relations between farm and
urban people are the various Farm-
City Week field days being held
throughout the State. Franklin
County had an outstanding pro-
gram. A large crowd was. in
attendance and was offered a well-
planned program.
These field days have as their ob-
jective the creating of a better un-
derstanding of urban and rural
operations, problems and progress.
By going out to the farm, city
dwellers can gain a better know-
ledge of what today's farmers are
doing. At the same time, farmers
can learn more about the working
of urban businesses.
There is today a greater amount
of communication and cooperation
between tube* and rural people
than in past years. At the same
time, there is a need for such pro-
grams at offered through Farm-
City Week activities. No longer can
we look at the county seat as one
area of life, and agriculture as an-
other. Instead, we must look at the
total picture. Urban progress can
lead to greater rural development.
Rural progress can be a stimulant
to urban growth. With all groups
working together, progress can
come at a more rapid pace. More
than that, unified efforts can be
made in the right direction.
• • • •
Most all areas of Kentucky seem
to be in line for a good crop year.
Corn and tobacco look real good,
and if present trends should con-
tinue, a near record crop should be
realized in both. Hay crops have
been good, with favorable prospects
for late summer and fall cuttings.
NO HEMP NOW
Hemp production has virtually no
role in Kentucky"s present econ-
omy, but in the mid-1800s, the Com-
monwealth produced most of the
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Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee, to-
day announced the designation and
boundaries of each community
within the county where elections
of ASC community committees will
be held on Sept. 21. The electious
will be mail ballot. Boundaries of
the various communities where
elections will be held are the same
as civil districts.
Programs administered by the
ASC county and community com-
mittees include the Agricultural
Program, acreage allotments,
marketing quotas, commodity
loans, the feed grain program, the
voluntary wheat program, the Na-
tional Wool Program, farm storage
facility loans, and others as assign-
ed by the Secretary of Agriculture.
The Chairman reminded farmers
that the elections will choose three
committeemen and two alternates
for each comnuinity. The chair-
man, vice chairman, and third
regular member of the elected
ASC committee will also serve as
delegates to the county convention
to be held soon thereafter, where
the A9C county committee will be
chosen. The alternate committee-
men will serve also as alternate
delegates to the convention.
Farmers eligible to cast ballots
in the election will be all those who
are eligible to participate in one
or more of the national farm pro-
grams which the committeemen
help to administer locally. The
farmer may be an owner, tenant,
or sharecropper. Persons not of
legal voting age who are in charge
of the farming operations on an en-
tire farm are also eligible to vote
in the elections. Eligibility to vote
—or to bold office as a committee-
man—is not restricted by reasons





Public Law 89-82, widen the
President signed into law on July
24, permitted postpohement of the
national wheat marketing quota
referendum which otherwise would
have had to be called by August 1.
As now authorized, the wheat
referendum may be delayed as
much as 30 days after the current
session of Congress ends.
Legislation enacted in 1964 pro-
vided a voluntary wheat stabiliza-
tion program for the 1965 crop and
exempted it from the operation of
marketing quotas. As this volun-
tary program expires, however,
the national wheat program reverts
to the type authorized in connection
with marketing quotas.
Wheat quota legiAlation directs
the Secretary of Agriculture to pro-
claim marketing quotas not later
than August 1 when the wheat sup-
ply level is determined to be ex-
cessive without the quotas. This
proclamation is followed by a vote
of wheat growers; a favorable vote
by at least two-thirds of the voters
is necessary to put the quotas into
effect. Quotas restrict marketings
through penalties applicable to any
part of the crop determined to be
excess. Wheat quotas have been
voted on thirteen times; they have
been disapproved once.
Provisions extending the volun-
tary wheat program with some
modifications are included in the
farm bill currently being consider-
ed by Congress.
You'll Say they're doltdousi
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTADIAket
Lake Street l'altcAli. Ky.
BUY KENTUCKY FARM PRODUCTS MONTH—
"What Kentucky Makes Makes Kentucky," Governor
Edward T. Breathitt declared at this Kentucky Farm
Products Luncheon. The Governor has proclaimed the
month of October as Buy Kentucky Farm Products





GRASS IN THE ACP
"Most of us take grass for grant-
ed, but we'd be in bad shape with-
out it," Roy Bard, Chairman, Agri-
cultural Stabilization and Conserva-
tion County Committee, said this
week.
"If we didn't have grass, we'd
not only lose our topsoil—and with
it Ole fertility of our fields—but
we'd have no fish on our streams.
The silt clogging streams from run-
off would soon kill all life in the
rivers, streams and farm ponds.
For the same reason, our reservoirs
would soon be full of silt and we'd
be short of drinking water and
water for household and industrial
uses."
"You know the ASC S helps farm-
ers get a good start of grass on
farmland that has been in drops,"
he said. "We also have a practice
in the Agricultural Conservation
Program that helps farmers im-
prove stands of gra::: they already
have."
The Chairman said 192 county
farmers have established grass on
their farms in the past 3 years
using cost-share assistance of the
Agricultural Conservation Pro-
gram, administered by the AEC
county committee. Another 29 farm-
ers have applied for cost-sharing to
improve a stand of grass they al-
ready had.
Under the 1965 ACP developed
locally for this county, the MC
Committee may approve cost-share
assistance of $15.15 an acre for
initial establishments of grass. 'The
committee has set a rate of $10.00
per acre for pasture improvement.
Usually this represents about 50
percent of the total cost. The re-
maining cost is paid by the farmer
himself.
Chairman Bard pointed out that
grass is just as important today
as it was when the ACP was first
started.
"V you're going to tie down the
land, or manage water efficiently
using nature's tools, you've just got
to have grass," he said.
BOURBON BEEF
SHOW CANCELLED
FRANKFORT—Plans for a Bour-
bon Beef Show this fall have been
cancelled, Agriculture Commission-
er Wendell Butler said Friday. He
said Louisville processing and
marketing interests which sponsor
the show indicated they wiiated to
drop the event.
EVERETT VOTES NO
Rep. Robert Everett of the Con-
gressional district that includes
Obion County voted against the
farm bill that passed the House.
He said that the cotton provisions
of the bill will harm the economy
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Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Team.
BRING IT TO THE OBION
COUNTY FAIR
The Obion County Fair is a
Champion Fair and we want to
keep it the best fair in Tennessee.
To have a good county fair it takes
the co-operation of a lot of hard
working people, and it will amaze
you when you stop and realize bow
much planning and work goes into
the Obion County Fair. If you will
just visit some of the other county
fairs in our area you will really
be more proud of the fine county
fair that Obion County has.
It is necessary to have a lot of
exhibits to have a successful fair.
If you are proud of anything on
your farm - bring it to the fair.
If you have a good field of corn -
enter it in the Corn Production
Contest. Bent your good register-
or bogs to the fair and
bow good they are by
Mid comparing them with
your edektoors livestock.
If you can't bring anything to
the fair - support your fair by at-
tending every day from August 30-
allettmhs. 4 blic1 seeing such
thins as: GS youngsters show and
eel' their fat Wks's, bog show, beef
cattle show, dairy show, or tour
the large number of community
and education booths and displays.
ALFALFA TIME
Alfalfa is one of our highest
quality and highest yielding hay
crops in Qbion County. It is used
for silage and grazing, but its main
use is for hay. Listed below are
five (5) steps to quality alfalfa
production, that farmers him Mr.
Roy Moran on the Beech Road
have followed in getting high yields
of alfalfa hay.
I. SELECT WELL DRAINED
SOIL AND PREPARE A FIRM
SEEDBED. Alfalfa doesn't like wet
seepy land and hardpan soils. Fal-
low your seedbed to keep it firm
and free from weeds.
II. LIME AND FERTILIZE BY
SOIL TEST RHOOMMENDA-
'MONS. Don't guess about your
lime and fertiliser needs for pro-
ducing high yields of alfalfa and
keeping the stand for many years.
Use your soil test as a gauge to
show how much fertilizer and lime
you have in the soil, then use the
soil test recommendation in apply-
ing the right amount of fertilizer
and lime.
ILL USE CERTIFIED SEED OF
A RECOMMENDED VARIETY.
CERTIFIED Seed is grown under
careful inspection by trained men
to insure seed of high quality and
purity. Protect your investment by
insisting on CERTIFIED Atlantic,
Buffalo, DirPuits, Narragansett or
Williamsburg variety for Tennes-
see.
IV. PLANT CER'eurit,D SEED,
WELL INOCULATED, AT THE
RATE OF 20 LBS. PER ACRE IN
A MOIST SEEDBED - AUGUST
15 - SEPTEMBER 15.
V. MANAGE THE STAND FOR
HIGH QUALITY, HIGH PRODUC-
TION AND LONG LIVE.
Farm Dates Ti Romornbor
August 30 September 4 - Obion
County Fair.
August 27 - Dairy Show - York-
ville, Tenn.
September 7 - Production Tested
Boar Sale Waverly, Tenn.
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You have often heard it said that
"conservation pays." This is cer-
tainly true in the long run. Conser-
vation does pay—eventually. But it
also costs before It pays. Conserva-
tion practices don't just happen.
They must be planned and care-
fully installed. These practices of-
ten require large cash outlays for
their establishment. It can cost up
to $40 or 650 per acre just to es-
tablish permanent vegetation of
grasses and legumes. A sod water-
way may cost up to $1000 or $1500
per structure. A very ordinary size
farm pond may cost from $200 to
$560. A small diversion ditch may
require an investment of as much
as $500 to $750. Even a simple prac-
tice like tree planting will rue
about $15 to $20 per acre.
These are common conservation
practices frequently used in the
conservation and improvement of
our soil and water resources. Of-
ten the return on 'this investment is
a long time in coming. Sometimes
the landowner may never receive
full economic reimbursement for
this conservation expenditures.
Nevertheless, this kind of work
must be done if our land and water
resources are to be preserved to
feed, clothe and shelter our rapidly
developing future generations. We
cannot expect to continue to enjoy
our present living standard with-
out making adequate provision for
the future. Our basic resources of
land and water must be conserved
and improved if we are to meet
our expanding needs in the years
ahead.
With net farm income at its pres-
ent low level, farmers cannot be
expected to make the investments
necessary to meet our total conser-
vation needs. Recent U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture estimates show
that about $2.5 billion would be re-
quired annually to meet current
basic conservation needs. To meet
these needs would require 10 per-
cent of current farm operating
costs and 20 percent of the net
income from farming. Only about
0.8 billion is presently being invest-
ed annually hi conservation work.
About 70 percent of this amount is
private funds. Only 30 precent is
public funds.
A part of. the public fund in-
vestment is made through the Agri-
cultural Conservation Program.
This program, popularly referred
to as "the ACP," has been in ex-
istence for some 29 years. Admin
istered locally by State and counts
ASC committees, the ACP embod-
ies the concept of coat-sharing in
a Government-farmer partnership.
Public funds are made available
through the ACP on a share-the-
cost basis to help farmers install
on their lands needed conservation
practices which are in the public
interest. Costs are shared about
equally under this program by both
the Government and the farmers—
& 50-50 proposition. For the past
10 years or more about $250 million
has been provided annually under
the ACP for carrying out Deeded
conservation work on the Nation's
farmlands. Considerably more was
provided for the program during
the early part of Its existence.
The ACP is considered by many
as, perhaps, the most important
conservation program ever devis-
ed. A recent report of the House
Committee on Appropriations con-
sidering the USDA Appropriation
Bill contained this statement about
the program: "In the opinion of the
majority of the members of the
committee, the funds expended
through this program return to the
Nation the greatest possible con-
servation benefits. Further, this
program provides the best possible
means of meeting local conserva-
tion needs in all areas of the coun-
try. It is far more effective than
many other approaches adopted in
reoent years."
During its almost 30 years of ex-
istence the ACP has made a tre-
mendous impact on the Nation's
economy throughout its conserva-
tion accomplishments. The follow-
ing examples vividly illustrate the
total achievements in conservation
through ACP cost-sharing over a
27 year period. During this period
farmers, with cost-sharing assist-
ance from the ACP:
1. Constructed 1.6 million miles of
terraces to control run-off water
and erosion - seven times the dis-
tance to the moon.
2. Planted 3.6 million acres of
trees for erosion control and fores-
try purposes- this is more than
one tree for every person living on
the earth today.
3. Established 317 thousand miles
of sod waterways for water man-
agement and erosion control - al-
most the distance an astronaut
would travel In a dozen trips a-
round the world.
4. Striperopped 111 million acres
to protect soil from erosion - an
area almost the size of Michigan,
Georgia and Florida combined.
5. Built 1.6 million farm ponds
for water, grassland and wildlife
conservation an average of 36,000
for each of the 50 states
6. Established or reestablished
KR million areas of grass and le-
gume cover for soil protection
against wind and water erosion,
watershed protection, and land use
adjustment. This is twice the com-
bined area of North and South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Okla-
homa and Texas.
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Three Kentucky 4-,if members
will be among 18 young people from
six states receiving education
grants from Illinois Central Rail-
road this year.
Each grant of $100 is given
through the state 4-H Club office.
Awards will be made on the basis
of achievement in 4-H projects, ac-
tivities, leadership and personal
develpoment.
Information on records required,
deadline for submitting records
and other eligibility requirements
are available from the county ex-
tension agent.
This marks the 43rd year that
the Illinois Central has provided in-
creased educational opportunity
through grants to 4-H members.
The program arranged by the
National 4-41 Service Committee is
administered by the Cooperative
Extension Service, University of
Kentucky.
Thit Loeal Blares First
S. P. 140011E & CO.
207 Osammerekal Fiume a























September 16 1 17
Horse Show with the Mounties
September 13-18
Boamin's little Joe - Rodeo
September 10, 11, 12
Homer & Jethro Spectacular
September 18th
VISIT YOUR LOCAL FAIR TICKET OFFICE
You can pick up tickets and information for these exciting State Fair events
at your local State Fair Ticket Office. And by buying your tickets in advance,
you'll save time, money and avoid long lines. Look for the address below of
the State Fair Ticket Office nearest you. The State Fair Ticket Office is also
your information center to help you plan your trip to the Fair. It's a great
Fair. Be there. Get your tickets now at your local State Fair Ticket Office.
While you're there pick up one of the New Fair Kits with all the schedules,













LOUISVILLE • SEPTEMBER 10-18
State Fair Ticket Office Locations
PARIS DANVILLE, KY.
















































































































By Mn. Carey Melia
Wess Jones has returned home
from Hillview Hospital, after sev-
eral days of treatment. He is im-
proved at this writing and may his
convalescent days speed up is
hoped by all friends around here.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
both morning and evening services.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer, of St.
Louis, have returned home after
several days visit with relatives,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True, and
they also attended the Hall-Moody
alumni banquet on Sunday, August
13.
Bro. Charley Wall filled the pul-
pit at Knob Creek Church of
Christ the past Sunday, meeting his
congregation on time. He serves
this church twice monthly, the
second and fourth Sundays.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar-
tin, were Sunday guests of parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter. Miss
Sandra Carroll, Dresden Rt. was
also a week end guest in the Lassi-
ter home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph True left
several days ago for their home in
Missouri, after a visit here with
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Velva
Hawks, Jr., on Saturday, August
21, a baby girl at the Fulton Hos-
pital, their first born. Both mother
and babe are doing nicely.
Mrs. Martha Croft left Friday
for Louisville, KY., to spend vaca-
tion with children. Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Nix. She will return home
this week.
Cecil Davis was a patient in
Hil!view Hospital a few days last
week and will re-enter this week
for other treatment.
BANANA FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHT—One of the fea-
tures of the Third International Banana Festival at
Fulton this year will be the appearance of 1964 PGA
golf champion Bobby Nichols. Winners of tourna-
ments in the area will be invited to play with Nichols
In two nine-hole exhibition matches. Here Fred Lan-
caster, 24-year-old Murray College student (left)
smiles as he anticipates playing with Nichols. Lan-
caster won the fifth annual Ken-Tenn golf tournament
at the Fulton Country Club. At right is Max McDade,
country club president, who invited Lancaster to play
with Nichols. Prior to the match, Nichols will con-
duct a 30-minute golf clinic.
DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mn. Moan Weolbreek
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McClain
have returned to their home in San
Antonio, after visiting his mother,
Mrs. Aeiful McClain, and other
relatives.
Mrs. Theda Sanderson returned
to her home Friday, following surg-
ery in Obion County General Hos-
pital, and is doing fine, her friends
are glad to know.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce and
son, Paul, went to Francis Creek.
Wisconsin, last week for the pur-
pose of buying cattle. They also en-
joyed the beautiful scenery of the
land between the lakes there. They
returned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Brown
ATICINS, BEANS and TAYLOR
were in Louisville over the week
end, attending a convention.
Mrs. Evie Mitchell, who now
lives in Fulton, is-visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Cleve Work and other past-
time neighbors near Pilot Oak.
Mrs. Bill Young was the honoree
at a household shower, given by
Mrs, Loyd Watkins and Mrs. Larry
Watkins at the One and All Club
Sunday afternoon from 1 to 3 p. m.
Many friends called and a variety
of beautiful and useful gifts were
brought. Wishes for a long and
happy life for these newly-weds
were very sincerely expressed.
Mrs. Ruth Darnell has returned
to Neota, Ul., where she is em-
ployed in the school. She attended
a convention of home economicts
In Chicago prior to going to Neota.
Members of the Good Spring
congregation assembled at the
Duren McCall pond for a baptismal
service Sunday afternoon. Rev.
Dale Shelton, pastor, baptized Wil-
ma Blaylock by immersion, follow-
ing a short service.
Mr. and Mrs. Velva Hawks an-
nounce the arrival of a daughter in
Fulton Hospital on August 21.
"MR. RIVERS" WRITES
Billy Edd Wheeler, "Mr. Rivers"
of Stars in My Crown, is the au-
thor of the first musical comedy to
be presented at the Pioneer Play-
house, the State Theatre of Ken-
tucky, in Danville.
Enjoy a carefree vacation!
the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PER-
SONS . . . 3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
. . . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
cocktails served in an old New
Orleans atmosphere in three
beautiful street level dining
rooms . . . or try the inviting
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roof-
top restaurant and cocktail
lounge featuring late dining and
a dramatic view of the city for
miles around! Live music nightly.
THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
300 handsomely appointed
rooms and suites feature every
luxurious convenience including
bedside TV controls! Free park-
ing, swimming pool, underwater
music and free Sauna Baths.
Massage parlor . . . barber shop
... Grand ballroom . - . meeting
rooms . . . complete hospitality
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241
STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway
Colambas To Get
New Post Office
Postmaster General John A.
Gronouski has announced plans to
acquire a new post office at Colum-
bus.
The new building will be located
on the east side of Hoover Park-
way. Preliminary plans call for
822 square feet of floor space, with
an area of 6,000 square feet for
parking and movement of postal
vehicles.
The Postmaster General said the
building will be constructed under
the department's lease construc-
tion. The building will remain in
private ownership while under
leased to the government, and the
owner will pay 'local real estate
taxes.
Subscribe To The News
• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Masser
Well, here it is the 22nd of Aug-
ust and the way the weather is in
Detroit, you would think winter
will soon be here.
A new mission church was start-
ed in the home of J. V. Harper at
Perry, Mich., about 80 miles from
Detroit, with Bro. Uel Phelps
preaching the firse sermon and
about 30 people present.
Lots of our people have been on
vacation these last two weeks.
Rev. and Mrs. Grady Walters
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foster
spent last Sunday at Mackinaw Is-
land and attended the Methodist-
Presbyterian Church. The reason
fqr the name of the church is that
it is a summer resort and one year
a Methodist preacher, the next a
Presbyterian, as they have no regu-
lar pastor.
Mrs. Oliver Aldridge, of Clinton,
,Ky., spent a week with her sister,
Mrs. Kelly Herron of Orchard
Lake, Mich.
The children from church left
for a week in camp, from First
Faith and Grace churches, and
they all went down in a Grace
Church bus. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Prince went as teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hays and boys
returned from Kentucky, after at-
tending the fiftieth wedding anni-
versary of Mrs. Hays' mother and
dad, Mr. and Mrs. Leotard Duke.
Mrs. Helen Nunn is feeling a lot
better, after her operation.
Miss Linda Stout is now home
from the hospital, a little weak,
but feels fine.
Mrs. Gracy Holland is recovering
very slowly after her operation,
but the baby is doing fine.
Mrs. Oma Pearson is still in Cot-
The Omob is God's appointed cowry in Ns world kw spreading the bowled" of Ills love
let BM end at Nh demand for masts respond to that lore by loving Ms neighbor. Waist
smoodIng in the low of Sod, no wowed or society or any silt. will long
mom and Me freedoms Aid we WM or der WU Barba* psrisk Tisenfore, era
from a NNW point of vim, ons sbooM sopped the Gunk for do sae of the voltam
si assall ad Ms fomity. hyoid tbst, bortevor, wary pones ihoWd *old aW pm-
tidos,' Is Ilse Ow& became h hils Ifs WM oboe mom's Its dm* WA destiny; Ilse
Imlb Wilds doss nil set lam free le live as o ddli of fad.
tage Hospital, Grosse Point, Mich.,
room 125-no visitors.
Kenneth Kn:rp is still at home,
not doing so well.
Wilbur Byrne is still on the criti
cal list.
Mr. Adams is at tic•ne with t.
throat infection.
Mrs. Maurer and I will be in Ful-
ton September 15 through 22 ane
woukl like to hear from you nict
people more in next column.
Miss Judy Ann Malone and Jef-
free Lee Few were married by ow
pastor, Rev. Donald Nunn, last Sat
urday at 6 p. m. in church and tht
couple left for a short honeymoon
Come to church Sunday. I'll ix
there, will you? Until next columt
time, it's not what you say, it':
how you say it. If it's news, we
want to hear it. Call me at 293-8161
One of the great joys that children
have is in telling a secret. This is
one way that secrets have of be-
coming known.
However IT IS NO
SECRET what God
can do for you. This
was never intended to be
a secret, for God wants
all to know the good
news.
Isaiah said: "The Lord
hath anointed totals
preach good tidings




larly and hear God's
word preached.
THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED 'THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND. BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Stern
Fulton, Ky. Phone 412-1303
Rice Insurance Agenay, DAC.
U. us for all your Insurance woods
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILE COMPANY
At lb. store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 412-3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hkkman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Pullen, Tenn.
THE CITIZENS BANE
Maki our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 234-2455
Hickman - Fulton Co's. B. E. C. C.
"Live Bolter Electrkelle
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc





Special rates to Church groups
118 Fourth St. Phone 472-1440
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
William Ward, Livestock
We buy and soil daily
Morris St; S. Fulton Phone amiss
ALvlene Gas Co. of Fulton. Inc.
Butane and Propane gas dealer
Fulton, Ky.
SMALLMA.N SHEET METAL
Lennox gas furnaces, air conditioners;
all-electric heat pump; isiectric furmasee
SEARS
Shop by Phone Phone 471-1411
South Fulton, Tenn.
Sing Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 4794331
Union City --Reelfoot Plant Cooperation
Brings Waste Disposal Problem Solution
A problem Union City has ex-
perienced over the past several
years in treating waste products
from the Reelfoot Packing Co. is
expected to be solved soon.
At a cost of between $50,000 and
$60,000, the Reelfoot firm has con-
structed a lagoon at the rear of the
plant and will soon begin work on
a grease removal system. The two
systems, when placed in operation
about three weeks from now, are
expected to solve all odor prob-
lems.
The problems arose because un-
til now the local sewage treatment
plant has never been able to ade-
quately treat the, strong industrial
waste materials from the Reelfoot
plant.
The placing in operation of the
new fscilties will culminate a sei-
les of studies which have been
conducted over the past few years.
Under the new operation, waste
materials from the plant will be
dumped into the lagoon for pre-
treatment. In the lagoon, bacteria
will break down materials before
they are pumped to the city's sew-
age treatment plant across the
street for primary and secondary
treatment.
The lagoon, which has a surface
area of just less than two acres
and a depth of 10 feet, will hold six
million gallons of liquids.
City Manager David Frizzell said
Lorenz Neuhoff, owner of the Reel-
foot plant, has cooperated with the
city in every way possible to solve
the waste treatment problems fac-
ed by the city.
"The city and Mr. Neuhoff took
the problem to the American Meat
Institute and then, following their
recommendation, hired the Clark,
Dietz, Painter and Associates firm
of Urbana, Ill, to study the prob-
lem.
"Mr. Neuhoff met with them
and said he would buy the land
and build the lagoon if the city
would operate it after it was con-
structed, Mr. Neuhoff even went
further than he had agreed when
he announced plans to build a
grease skimming basin for the re-
moval of grease, fats and solids,"
Frizzell said as he reviewed events
leading to the construction of the
facility.
AN INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLASS at South Fukien discusses a proposal to take shop course* at Chien Con-
trol while Central students study Latin at South Fulton. 4ounty School Superintendent C. D. Parr stands
at right. No definite decision an tin pion has yet been made. —Photo by Mail*
Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 26, 1965
PTA Taking Dues '(Continued from Page One)
In Registration
At Terry-Norman
The membership committee of
the Terry-Norman PTA, Mrs.
James Hutchens, chairman, will
be at the school registration today
(Thursday) to accept PTA dues.
Other committee chairman, an-
nounced by the president, Mrs.
Robert Rudolph, who will serve
during the coming year are:
Finance, Mrs. Herbie Hunt;
Health and Safety, Mrs. Leon
Mann; Hospitality, Mrs. William
Fossett; Publicity and Scrapbook,
Mrs. George Brock; Program, Mrs.
Jimmie Weeks; Room Representa-
tive, Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr.; His-
torian, Mrs. Nathan Wade; Cher-
actor and St:Sr-that Life, Mrs.
Norman White.
The first regular meeting will
be held at the school on Thursday,
September 9, at 2:30 p. m.
IN TOURNAMENT
Fultonians participating in the
36-hole Pepsi Junior Golf Tourna-
ment at Paxton Park in Paducah
this week were: Vicki Vowel, Kirk
Vowel, Mike Gomm, David For-
rest, Max Omar, Johnny Campbell,
Mite Butts and Marvin Green.
Midtiel Landon, who plays
Little Jos, the youngest son of
the Castweleht family in TV's
"Bonanza," will star in Tommy
Steiner's World Championship
Rodeo at the Mid-South Fair
September 24, 25, and 26.
%Arlie, and John Reeks, took Of-
fice October 3, elected Counee
mayor and Ruddle vice-mayor, and
hired Henry Dunn as city manager.
Counce has since resigned and Rud-
die has assumed the mayor's of-
fice.
Tuesday night's pleasant and
business-like meeting to consider
the city audit was in startling con-
trast to its counterpart a year ago
when belligerent council members
sat surrounded by a standing-room-
only crowd of excited and hostile
citizens.
Nichols' firm had been hired by
a bloc vote of the Bland faction in
preference to a firm that had done
the work for Counce-controlled ad-
ministrations. Rumors were wide-
spread that the move was an at-
tempt to 13nd and expose shortages
In city funds.
In his report to the council, how-
ever, Nichols emphatically told a
questioner that "no funds have
been taken for personal use by any-
body."
After that meeting Nichols ex-
plained that the factional split in
the council had necessitated his
making the most thorough audit
possible and that nothing less
would have been satisfactory under
the circumstances.
Commissioner John Reeks, a key
figure as a private citizen in last
summer's political disputes, Tues-
day night acknowledged that Nich-
ols had done a good job last year
under very trying circumstances.
In his report to the old council
a year ago, Nichols was critical of
a number of points in the business
operations of the city, but he said
Tuesday, "I have never before been
able to render sueh a good report
to any city. I am very proud of
it." •
'The new audit shows 'bat:
A concentrated effort has been
•made to collect past-due property
taxes, and $9.763 of $12,819 owed
has been collected, along with
$2,678 in penalties.
Cloger personal control was ex-
ercised over water, sewer, and gar-
bage accounts, and $6,736 more
was collected then last year.
Revenue from parking meters
has been increased as a result of
the recent institution of means to
control the collection from the
meters and its subsequent deposit
in the bank. This Is expected to
produce a considerable increase in
revue next year.
Revenue from fines has increased
more than 31 percent over the pre-
vious fiscal year. A system of con-
trol has been established over the
money received.
Improvement in the operation of
all city funds has increased the
balance of funds on deposit over 28
percent.
Under the new system of govern-
ment, the city manager, a trained
expert in municipal administration,
takes care of the routine operation
of the city and the commission is
able to devote its full time to the
formulation of policy, which the
manager is responsible for carry-
ing out
The manager also makes his ex-
pert knowledge available as techni-
cal advisor to the commission.
This system has grown rapidly in
popularity all over the country in
recent years as city government
has been recognized .as the big,
full-time business it is.
CORPS TO BE EXPLAINED
A representative will be at the
Selective Service office in Hick-
man this Thursday at 9 to expalin
the Job Corps Program. Males and
females are eligible for the Job
Corps Program if they are 16
through 21 years of age, out of
school, and unable to find a job.
SENIOR CITIZENS TO MEET
The regular meeting of the Sen-
ior Citizens will be held in the
dining room of the First Methodist
Church today (Thursday) at 2:30
p. m. Everyone is invited to attend.
APPLES FOR SALE — Crrymes
orchard, East Collinwood, South
Fulton.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher








Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-35E3
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 1107. Roper Television.
WE BUY, sell and trade shotguns
and rifles. Western Auto Store,
Lake Street, Fulton.
COMMONWEALTH OP KEN-
TUCKY DEPARTMENT OP HIGH-
WAYS NOTICE TO CONTRAC-
TORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at its
office, Frankkirt, Kentucky, until
10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
on the 3rd day of September, 1965,
at which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improve-
Ment of:
rt7Ll'ON COUNTY, RS *NT
The Poplar Grove Road from Ky.
125 extendLng easterly to RII 1046,
a distance of 0.800 mile. Bituminous
Concrete Surface Class I.
Bid and Specimen proposals for
all projects are available until 3:00
P. M. Eastern Standard Time an
the day preceding the bid opening
date at the Division of Contract
Controls at a cost of $2.06 each. Bid
proposals are issued only to pre.
qualified Contractors. Remittance
payable to the State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request
for proposals.
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality cola
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must
have car, references, $1300 to $19011
cash. Seven to twelve hours weekly -
can net excellent monthly income.
More full time. For personal inter-
view write P. 0. BOX 4185, PITT& •





All types el Inemrana
-Covering Everything"







Wirt a Iva* what
a tuilid The Is the week woe
go all out to set new salsa
monde. That's why you'll find
that the selection is gnat, the
prices down to earth, mod the
values simply tabulonailan








3 wars or INSItell
/06 ,  FR ,DEE EjEcroR.
Buy this low priced
FROST-PROOF 2-DOOR







• Flip-Quick ice Ejector zips out cubes
at a touch ... into 80-cube server!
Includes two 20-cube traysl
• 100% Frost-Proof—no frost in the
freezer or refrigerator sections, no
de;rosting ever!
• Big, BIG 106-lb. true zero zone
freezer with its own separate door.
• Giant vegetable Hydrator drawer
holds over 1/2 bushel.
Frigidaire Week only!
59"
Your old box will make the
down - payment!
WITH FREE ICE EJECTOR!
•
410




Sign of a new way to wash
. . . patented Deep Action
Agitator.
• Jet currents for Deep Ac-
tion cleaning.
• Jet-away lint removal...
no lint trap needed.
• Designed, Jet-simple for
top dependability. No
belts, no gears, no pulleys!




PULL 'N MAN OVEN
• Oven pulls out — you
clean standing up




unit for instant nest I
WM, sr one%






Super buy in a FRIGIDAIRE Front Loading
DISH MOBILE I
• Torrents of hot suds get dishes
sparkling clean.
•Even heavy soil is dissolved away.
• It's mobile--whee1 it away whim
not In use.








"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES"

















































































Today's college man dresses
to create a favorable impres-
sion on men and women his
cern age; he prefers to shop
In stores catering to young
men; he relies on many differ-
ent sources for information on
how to dress; he has devel-
oped almost rigidly traditional
dressing habits.
Conclusions line these are
the result of testing and re-
search, in the form of annual
college conferences, college
boards, advisory councils, by
the men's fashion industry,
reports the American Institute
of Men's and Dop Wear.
Develop $eek Wardrobe
Prom to Tale, from
Tulsa* to Notre Dams, college
men converge an tasting cen-
ters to offer opinions and an-
swer questions about them-
selves and their contempora-
ries.
The outlines of a basic 'Tra-
ditional wardrobe develop
from these intensive confer-
ences and conversations.
Most students agree on these
balle
'ea natural color poplin
raincoat is the fashion leader,
followed by black and olive-







al natural-shoulder suit is
basic, in medium and dark
tones such as charcoal, gray
and brown- olive polyester -
worsted, gabardine and hop-
With suits and sport coats,
long-point button-down collar
shirts are important—In blue,
white or yellow or certain
stripes.
Favorite Sport Gam
The favorite sport coat is
still the single-breasted navy
blazer, followed closely by
camel, burgundy, medium blue
and dark brown.
Wool and hopsacking are
fabric favorites in tweedy her-
ringbone Jackets.
Traditional plain-front gray
flannels with belt loops lead
brown-olive and dark blue.
Suedecloth and corduroy are
the important fabrics in sport
outerwear.
In the sport shirt category,




raglan and saddle shoulders.
FRESHMAN ASPIRATIONS
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N. J., reports that
six out of 10 college freshmen
plan to go on to graduate or
professional schools.
WHAT ABOUT 'OLD MATH'
What to do about unused
books on the "old math" Is
one of the problems reported
confronting California school
authorities. 'Tis said they have
more than $00,000 as hind.






Thurs. Aug. THB PERCUSSIONS
Featuring Maggio Lee
Set., Ars. a ma RATS TRIO
BACK - TO - SCHOOL
WEEK!
and when you Sr. tired
at study worn,•
CREAM
Call-In and Take-Out Orders Phone 472-3657





Pictured above are the Cayce Cubs. First row: left to right, Terry Hill. Dan Sheehan, Mike Phipps Max Wilson.Second row: left to right, Jamie Alexander, Larry Haney, Ralph Stroud, Billy Linker Scotty Wright. Backrow. Jim Wright and Bill Linker. These boys won 21 ga mos and lost only 3. The teams they played were fromClinton, Fulgham, Arlington, Columbus and SpringhilL (Photo by Margaret Hargrove)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butts Win a Free
Trip To New York World'svrair
Sir. and Mrs. Paul Butts of the
=ilMling Company in South
received word this week
at the exceptional sales record
set by the mill this year has earn-
ed them an all-expense trip to New
York and the World's Fair in Sep-
tember.
The trip has been awarded by
Allied Mills, Inc., manufacturers
of the Wayne Feeds that the Butts
Adult Education
Also to Set New
Record This Fall
Wise adults too — 28,000,000
of them on the basis of con-
servative estimates—are plan-
ning going back to school this
year.
These folks, most conscious
of the wisdom of improving
their skills, learning new ones,
or making their lives more in-
teresting by acquiring more
culture, will be heading for
Adult Education classes now
available in almost every
school district in the land.
They are in addition to the
53,800,000 students who will
enroll in regular elementary,
high school and college dames
this fall, thus bringing the an-
ticipated total enrollment to
beyond 80,000,000.
Yet this figure by no means
tells the whole story. Add those
In classes for employees con-
ducted by sizable firms; and in
special courses for executives,
and the total of those going
back to learning this year be-
comes astronomical.
Premium 4 Ply Tires
White 750 x 14 
While 800 x 14 
White 850 x 14




 $20.00 including tax
FIELDS ASHLAND SERVICE
FULTON, KY.
We also buy junk batteries: balance tires, and install mufflers and tail pipes
mill sells throughout this area, and
was awarded on the basis of the
outstanding sale of this feed.
Mr. Butts dropped by the Shopper
office early this week waving a
telegram announcing the news.
The telegram read:
"Congratulations! your Wayne
dealership has been selected as a
winner in the Wayne Feeds World's
Fair contest with all expenses paid
for one couple to represent your
firm at New York September 20th
through 23, 1965. A wonderful trip
Is assured. AMMO MILLS, INC.,
John L. Richardson."
Mr. Butts states that he and Mrs.
Butts will fly to New York from
Memphis, and added that "Mrs.
Butts and I appreciate the patron-
age that our customers have given
us, that makes this trip possible
for us"
The Butts Milling Company has
added a second line of feed this
week (pig starter) in their bulk
feed delivery service. Last year
they began bulk delivery of com-
plete pelleted dairy feed.
COLLAR THAT grows as he does,
comfort, fit are features of easy.
rare stretch batiste shirts. This














BOUND FOR school or play,
boys enjoy smart, warm comfort
in jackets like this, of nylon tri-
cot bonded to foam. By Campus
Sportswear in Enka nylon.
rCA1,.. Elegant Eating'in a mood-settina,
Of interest to Homemakers
REPRINTS
of any photos
answering in this issue are
available at lite NEWS of-
fice. You may order by phone
(4n-ma) or corn, to 209 Com-
mercial Avenue, Fulton.






You must treat yourself to our tangy salads fromthe new salad barl
The food is good and the service is friendly. You
will relax to pleasant organ music as only MarthaLogan A John Reed can play it.
PHONE 471-2541
at yore falerit store!










01(0 Lrrr" A: oz.Y 5 $1.00 SLICED' 
CAN
PINEAPPLE
pTE STOKELr$ 20 OZ.
PEANUT BUTTER 69c TOMATO CATSUP
GREAT NORTHERN 
GREEN BEANS 4 iit 49c TANtic PA
LUXURY KRAFT






SWEET PICKLES ism 39c DISTILLED VINEGAR 29c
BLUE PLATE
SPREAD imt 49c INSTANT FOLGERS •°Z. 69c

















Good things start to happen to you the viwy
first tire you shop at E. W. James's. Things
go bettor for you . . . your meals . . . your
budget. Our neat displays make it easy to plan
marvelous menus. Our top quality foods make
it easy to servo wonderful meals. And eur
STOREW1DE LOW PRICES make SAVINGS a
cinch. So, for fine foods, convenient shopping
and SUPER SAVINGS—change to E. W. James's
today and champ for GOODI





THINGS CO BelTelt when CHANCEYou
EPNDCURIO CHOPS 580-
CENTER CUTS
Pork Chops II /9'
NICE LEAN
TERPork Steak  59c











Reelfoot Franks 12 42 39'
REELFOOT












EI. JAMES AND 0SUPER MARKET
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS





















THE AD GOOD FROM THURSDAY, AUGUST 26th
THRU WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 41965.
FOLGER'S CAN
COFFEE
We Have Just Received A Trailer Load Of Fresh Fruit & Vegetables
From Benton Harbor Michigan. Our Produce Is Just A Few Hours




CANTALOUPES 3- $1.00 CUCUMBERS
SWIFTS OR TURNER'S
ICE otil tics 1/2 GALL°N6 1 BOO 
GOLD CHDN BIG fsESE
ICE
ROM M 
































6 Big Days To Do Your Shopping.
GET YOUR OBION COUNTY FAIR
MERCHANTS COUPONS . . •
GOOD FOR ONE RIDE WITH 15t




8 A. M. TO 8 P.M.












































4 414. .11. •
18,000,000 Now Benefitting
FromSchoolLunchProgram
In rural Eastern Kentucky,
several boys haul a heavy crate
of milk and bread up • steep
creek bed from the unpaved
main road two miles away to
*Mr two-room school.
The teacher Is drilling stu-
dents in arithmetic. After-
wards, she'll open some cans
of food donated by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
heat them on a two-burnes
hotplate, pass out the milk,
and feed her class.
This is the best, and some-
times the only meal the chil-
dren will get that day. Most of
them can't even afford to nay
a nickel or dime for lunes.
In the prosperous suburbs of
Chicago or New York, young
children skip off to school each
morning, pigtails bobbing,
bOoks swinging. Their class-
rooms are well-lighted, warm,
and pleasant.
There will be a mid-morn-
ing break for milk and cook-
ies, and at noon they'll be off.
to the cafeteria. Efficient
school lunch managers, cooks,
and kitchen help prepare hot
lunches for the children. The
children will pay a quarter or
more for lunch.
These scenes are not theo-
yew wroorar •••••• 
If he s 
4011111611. 4•111111110, 401Me. islansio
'srn, regular or husky
EAE STRiNgS€
will fit him perfectly
The perfect proportigning of Farah Gold Strikes Jeans
means comfortable fit for all boys. They're sturdily con-
structed of Farah's own 11A oz. cotton and nylon, vat-
dyed denim, with exclusive ”Vulco-Nee" for longer wear.
Avoitobk. 111 Mien: NUL Cher-Mock, Olive
Sizei 2 to 12 Iteevlon end Slims
Sizes 13 to 15 Regulars sisd 
S2  111
  033
14voltios: wwits 26' to 36" $373
KASNOWIS 1
CAKE STREET FULTON, KY.Ani—ionforni—ossior—olow.oRIWianw.dom..40
reties!. They will be repeated
as the school year progresses.
Some 50 million American
youngsters are returning to
school this fall and 18 million
will participate in the Nation-
MILK IS A MUST on every lunch-
time tray in elementary school
cafeteria's to the delight of many
children. It is furnished frequent-
ly through USDA in the National
School Lunch Program.
al School Lunch Program, the
world's largest feeding oper-
ation.
About one-third of the na-
tion's school children — the 18
million — will enjoy noonday
meals under the Program. The
other two-thirds are left out
because they live in poor
slums, or they don't take ad-
vantage of the nutritional
bargain offered them by the
program.
With attention focussed on
poverty in our midst, acceler-
ated efforts *e being made to
feed all of our poor children.
Special cash and food assist-
ance have been available from
USDA's Consumer and Mar-
keting Service for the past few
years.
Many children do not take
advantage of the nutritional
bargain available to them in
schools where lunch programs
already exist. Special efforts
are being made to alert these
children and their parents to
the benefits of the National
School Lunch Program.
One-third of the nation's
school children are eating hot,
hearty school lunches. The
other two-thirds are being
brought into the program.
But as Secretary of Agricul-
ture Orville L. Freeman says,
-This is barely a start toward
our goal of a nutritious lunch
for every child regardless of
his ability to pay."
WILK IS A TREAT for many
grade school children, as well as
essential nourishment. Obviously
this youngster is enjoying his
favorite drink, as a part of his
National School Lunch program.
LABOR DAY
SPECIAL
FREE T1 STA FREE
WITH EACH $3.00 CASH PURCHASE
AND THIS COUPON
100 EXTRA TV STAMPS
ADDRESS 
THIS COUPON EXPIRES SEPT. 11, 1965
A Sabi An *limed LABOR DAY Trip. Lot Us Give Your Car A thorough In-
spection - Drein Tna Old Oil and Refill With That GOOD HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL - Give
Your Car A Complete MARPAK LUBRICATION - Pill Th. Tank With SKY CHIMP or
PIRO CHIRP GASOLINII, And You Will Have A Pleasant And Carefree Holiday Trip.
Just Call Us And We Will Pick Up Your Car, &wok* It And Return It To YOU.
CAYCE TEXACO
Cayce, Ky. Phone 11364231
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DARING TRAPEZE ACT TO APPEAR WITH CIRCUS
The Plying Ricardo., daredevils in the air will perform under
the circus tent. The circus is coming to Fulton Monday, Aug.
34 and will present performances at the Kitty loam,, ball
park at 4: and 1: pm.
Only make believe,
AtSSmderful
but wonderful...that touch of ostrich
Not for real that touch of ostrich ... who can tell
the difference or even want to. Combined with
smooth loather and strappad ... a real knockout
this shag. Miss Wonderful. Advertised in
Cawn•Pattem Glemour. Seventeen. Mademoiselle.
Comfortable Back-To-Scheel Wear!
BAT SHOE STORE
220 LAKE STREET FULTON
1
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atie.
Yes, these ore the styles
he'll wear to assure top






All Remaining Summer Sthck:
• One Lot Of Summer Suits
• Summer Slacks — Dress and Casual
• Sport Coats
• Summer Straw Hats




"for men who dress with cars"
220 Min St. Fulton, Ky.

















Unbeatable savings, selections, wawa!
2.98 UTILITY BAG
Perfect for gym wear . . . sturdy canvas with built-in
flexible spring steel wire frame keeps the shape.









• Huge Selections . . . Savel
• Crisp Colorfast Cottons Galore(
BOYS' 179 JEANS
• Proportioned Fit—Regular, Slim, Husky!
• Blue 13/4 oz., Sand 11¼ 0z-




• Washable cotton aims 24 to 36
P. N. HIRSCH &
Smookvey Open 9:111/ to 10 92•6 to 1
4
FHA LEADERS at South Fulton High School, President Christina Mc-
Kinney (left) and Vice-Prosident Peggy Sturgis, plan programs and ac-
tivities for the new school year. Both girls are working on PHA Pah
Degrees tenger the direction of Mrs. Robert Thompson. Each member of
thoir group of about 125 hopes to "adapt" an elderly person eta local
nursing home. The girls pion to send them cards and gifts and make
frequent visits. —Photo by Adelk
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS; GEL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of Installing a new Lennox Gas





Smartly tailored two-eyelet tie styled of











Hat's the biggest paint value ever ... one you can't afford to
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use biartin-Sasour "3000- for economy, beauty,
durability sad ptotection. Covets most surfaces in one coat.
Cow in Now—Tesisyl Oat This Onset Wee,
Plus Other Medin-Seneur Ovelity Prededs.
Commercial Ave. Phone 472,1533
EUROPEAN TROUPE OF
RIDERS TO APPEAR IRE
THE DEALS AT TAYLOR CHEVROLET -NICE
ARE EVEN HOTTER
Ttte Martini's renown bareback riders, recently featured with
Circus Hallo, will appear with Cristioni Wallace Bros. Circus.
The circus is coming to Fulton Monday, Aug. M and will pre-
sent performances at the Kitty league ball park at 4: and 3:
Pm.
ANSWER TO "what to wear"
problems for the boys might be
this V-istodt pullover with con-
trasting' turtleneck dickey. By
ShirtegLin Acrilan acrylic.
It's Time for Kids
To Get on Their Feet
Again the call goes out. Get
the kids up on their feet!
Youngsters who spend many
hours sitting in school buses
and family cars, in classrooms
and in front of TV sets, need
the benefits of plain old-fash-
ioned walking, not only for
foot health but for general
physical fitness.
Parents should take the lead









State universities and Land
Grant colleges devote 25 per-
cent of their operating budg-
ets to organised research.
They have made massive con-
tributions to agriculture and







Sizes 3 to 6x and 7 to 1
In Mack, beige, red or hive. Mem= rlb and
bead, knits  perfect for travel and cam-
pus Weer. Seth styles are 2-place with OM fea-
turing a slob cellar . the ether a jewel we&




Istafarisad sad atsrserind I I urns Intim
I. whom sr bleak. Telas411 mods1 with tip





Heavy 13 3/ 4-ounce white
back, coarse-weave blue den-
im dungarees 'in properHened
sizes for regulars, slims and
huskies. Zipper Ay front.
Securely 'ditched seams . .
reinforced at strain points.





3-ply seaserardee with asouts1
finished steal samplag. Wadi,
him mid sfirs.
 41111111111Mmak
Men's — 28 to 42
College Pants
$2"
11111% settees sod esiese,teastel
Ma& Mob hoot %Alt tapered Issit












































TWO SOUTH FULTON TEACHERS shown above were among mayoral
hundred from six counliss attending in-service training 111141011114 at
lioffixi College and UTMS before the opening of school. At loft are Mrs.
Susan Cardwell, high school history teacher, and James Allen Ferguson,
junior high social studios teacher and boys' athletic instructor. All other
Smith Fulton faculty members *is* attended.
1111111111v
Solo Fri. lit hi., Aqui 27-21



















ACM NET — — — 54c
Just Wonderful — 56c














Nice & Easy Reg. $2.00
now $1.79
5 Minute Reg. $2.00
now $1.79









Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Growing High Schooler Has
Problems, Dressing Right
Tall, short, chubby, lanky.
High school men come in all
slues.
So do their fathers and older
brothers, of course, but there's
this difference about the high
schoolers. They're still grow-
ing by leaps and bounds, and
a few years is likely to make
a big change.
In the meantime, careful
choice of clothes—colors, pat-
terns, styles — can make a big
difference right now for the
high schooler who wishes he
could change his appearance,
suggests the American Insti-
tute of Men's and Boys' Wear.
Want to play down weight?
Avoid screaming colors, too-
bold patterns, says the Insti-
tute. But count on vertical de-
signs — chalk stripes, herring-





bulk Head towards smooth
cheviots, flannels, clear-faced
worsteds.
Jackets on the long side,
tapered trousers modify heav-
iness. Neither jacket nor trou-
sers should be tight-fitting.
Is looking taller the objec-
tive? Avoid being "cut in two"
by pattern, model, color. litn-
phasise the up-and-down.
Select jackets with the
shoulders squared. Avoid stub-
WI, short or high-rolled lapels.
Watch jacket length — too
short "cuts in two"; too long
shortens the apparent length
of legs.
When coordinating trousers
to jacket, avoid sharp con-




Cullen trousers do much to
continue the vertical line when
a tie is worn.
Outercoats should be no
longer than knee-length.
Select shoes carefully. Don't
wear models that make the
feet look trim and small. Quar-
ter brogues, reverse calf,
blucher and monk fronts will
Increase height appearance.
The tall, lanky high school
man should choose clothes
with an eye to creating an
Impression of greater breadth.
Horisontal lines help.
Rasy-fitting, long jackets
0 MUSTANG harem* ifn• V-8,
4 barrel, stick
64 GALAX', hardtop V-11,
cruisomatic, power, HMO
miles
64 GALAX'S 4 sedan V4,
stick; solid rod
64 FAIRLAWN SOO 4-door so-
den; dark blue
63 FORD PICKUP
63 GALAX'S SOO 4-door sedan,
black; V-8, crulsomatic
63 IMPALA hardtop 213 power.
glide; solid black
62 °ALAMO 500 Cenvortiblit;
stick; white and rod
62 GALAX'S SOS sedan, V-1
autont atk ; beige
62 FAIRLANI 500 sedan; V4,
stick; beige
51 (4) FORDS; S's and Cs
60 FORD convertible; white;
111XTRA clean
NI (4) FORD sedans
60 11111LAIR 'sedan, 8; power-
glide
60 BUICK LoSabre; clean; 1
owner
60 (2) FALCON sedans





with looseness around the
waist and generous width at
the shoulder are effective.
While unfinishei-worsteds
are acceptable, thicker-look-
ing fabrics such as cheviots
and sasonies are preferred.
UNDERGROUND
Rducation la reported to be
going underground at Duke,
Okla., where a 15 classroom
school is being built six feet
beneath the surface of the
earth. Advantages claimed:
costs less to construct and
maintain; will be available for
use as a tornado or fallout
shelter.
• • • •
REPORT CARD REVISIONS
Revision of old fashioned
report cards to include records
of observations, summaries,exhibits and demonstrations,
• has been urged by Robert S.
Fleming, New Jersey assistant
commissioner of education.
FOR SALE:









more pig from a
sow makes 30%
more profit per lit-
ter, and the New Wayne Sow
Blox Program can cut pig embryo
losses enough to add that extra
pig. New Sow Blox are bite-size
blocks of enriched balanced sow
nutrition. No mixing; just scatter
on ground; each sow gets her fair
share without waste. We will be
glad to show you how the Wayne
Sow Blox program can work for
you. Come in today.
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Sizes 8-12 el 98












All Boys Sport Shirts, Drastic Reductional
THE LEADER STORE-)
434 Lake Street Fulton
MM• -4=NW aeMW 4■0 glaw 4•11.
1 And whether you are a scholar or not. You will appreciate the value
and appearance of these
1 RANCH STYLED SOLID OAK
—Pieces you can add to at anytime. Si.




▪ CHEST and who doesn't need •
beautiful space-savor l. this!'
ONLY $46.50
DRESSER...






Through the ages Oak has been the Symbol
of Sturdiness . Rugged Strength which
defies Time and the Elements! There is no
wood with a longer and more distinguished
history in Furniture-making than Solid Oak!
It is unusually resistant to all climatic con-
ditions and its close cell structure makes it
impervious to liquids! Colony Coppertone
Oak Furniture in Authentic Homestead
styling has a double-coated hand-rubbed
finish and all pieces are dust-proofed . . . .






OPEN STOCK ___ Over
Pieces To Choose From.
Styled For Comfort and Cenveniiince













With chrome fenders, hood
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MS"EAPka 07.7: . 
PEANUT BUIE11.?e:99t
WE
aYE COrittr"".. 2ciAse 4151 ticAbiAISE •494
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PINK SALMON..'`:74: 594 PINK S LMON 
LS
AN
• • • 49i..,.. P4 TL GOLP PLAtra ... itootztv
!my
WE SACRAMENTO FRUIT COCKTAIL CANS









.,,ROAST SHOULDER 594 RUOUcliD"SlEAK.i..g..99.




WINGS • •• •• ••• • frt. 2,
LACKS .•••p••••tilioll,=ARDS ....L.t.394
UV its ...
PRIDE CORN • . . 6 :47c:tit
PRIDE TOMATOES . . . .G .1̀ e:e.:
SHOWBOAT JUNE PEAS.. 6 
SHOWBOAT LIMA BEANs..G.".".c7:
SHOWBOAT CUT GREEN BEANs..8.4.7s.
VAN CAMP PORK I BEANSS. •S S
MILFORD FANCY CORN . . 6 1":`73.
SHOWBOAT PORK &BEANS., 10i:Clas CA•f"
BUM BUTTER BEANS • ...10.4:7$
GOLDEN RIPf
COME ughf9p. zjoez Al AT YOUR FRIENDLY
Acres of F-R,E-E






































its University of Rhode
Island's new Science Teach-
ing Center was put together
by faculty members, students,
and maintenance personnel
who combed the campus for
bits and pieces of equipment
and snicked in their spare
time. Although It didn't, cost
the University or the state a
cent, the center is now valued
at 110,000.
SPECIAL FOR CO-EDS
00-eds at Pennsylvania State
University can choose to live
In dormitory units organised
around their special educa-
tional interests in addition to











SOUTH FULTON HIGH TEACHERS ponder registration problems after over 305 students enroll for this school year Monday. Loft to right are
Miss Camelia Cunningham, library and Latin; Mrs. Robert Thompson, home economics; Ual Killabrow, shop and mechanical drawing; Mrs.
Maxis Harding, English; Miss Nancy Bushart, commerce and English; Clifford Wright, scionco; Charles Akers, football and physical education;
Mrs. Charles Cannon. biology and general scionco; Wyatt Cunningham, Commerce; Mrs. William Nelms, math; Mrs. Richard Cardwell, his-
tory; Principal Lostor Betty; and Mrs. W. B. Ennis, English. —Photo by Adella
Time Stretched by Colleges
To Accommodate Students
Pressure of the mounting
enrollments in colleges and
universities is bringing signi-
ficant changes in attitudes to-
ward the time available in
these institutions of higher
learning, for teaching.
Some schools are attempt-
ing to stretch the available
time by scheduling classes to
start earlier in the day and ex-
tending them further into the
afternoon and evening.
Morning classes at Okla-
homa State University will
start at 7:30 am. this fall.
Freshman chemistry labora—
tories will be scheduled far in-
to the night at Louisiana.
Even more significant of the
pressure is the change that is
coming about in attitudes to-
ward summer sessions.
Once upon a time, attending
summer sessions on campus
was looked upon as an oppor-
tunity to make up some defi-
ciency in grades, or for vaca-
tioning in a pleasant atmo-




Now, however, summer ses-
sions in many areas are being
dedicated to far more impor-
tant purposes, and admission
to them is on the basis of re-
quirements as rigid as for any
regular term.
Many students are seeking
admission to summer sessions
with a view to accomplishing
completion of a four year pro-
gram in three years, so that
they may go on to graduate
FULTON 'or MON. AUG. 30
MITT LEAGUE BALL PARK
PRESENTED BY JAYCEES AT 4 and 8 PM.
TRANSCENDING •
BRILLIANCE & COLOR t'•••
*The Great Arturos
A Sensation on the High Wire
* CANESTRELLI DUO
Wiz:arch of potence end




of totelootl, Riding Marvels
Masters of Acrobatic Horsemanship
'DIRECT FROM SENSATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS
IN NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA
*Presented in dm Continental S I. made Famous on T.V.
CIRCUS TKKET
WAGON OPENS AT
11 A.M. SHOW DAY
BUY ADVANCE MEETS NOW FROM ANY SPONSOR MINIM
schools, or out into the world
of adults, that much sooner.
Some institutions of higher
learning, in an effort to cope
with .the tidal wave, are urg-
ing freshmen to start in sum-
mer, skip the fall term and
return in spring when campus
enrollment has been some-
what thinned by dropouts and
ftunkouts.
Among those encouraging
freshmen to enter in summer
are the University of Georgia,
Illinois and Iowa, Ohio Uni-
versity, Clemson, Texas A &
and Iowa State.
Conditions Sot Up
Still others admit freetunen
on condition that the students
postpone their first semester
in college from fall to spring.
Among these, according to the
National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, are Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, Delaware
State College, Southern llllnoris
University, South Carolina
State College, and the Univer-
!pita at moo.
LaW year, the association
reports, one fourth of the en-
tering freshmen at Pennsyl-
vania State University — more
than 1,000 students — began
their studies with the summer
term session as the result of
official encouragement to do
so.
A final form of diversion is
to direct the students to other
campuses within the state or




State universities and Land
Grant colleges devote 25 per-
cent of their operating budg-
ets to organized research.
They have made massive con-
tributions to agriculture and




robes and for Mom's conveni-
ence, too, there is an increas-
ing number of fashions that
never need ironing. Thanks to
new processes, pleats, creases
stay in after wash .
Tuition Rising Again, But
Less at Public Universities
When college doors open this
fall more than three out of
every five students passing
through will he going to public
Institutions. The ratio is con-
fidently expected to rise to
four out of five by 1980.
This is a complete reversal
of the situation at the turn of
the century when four out of
five went to private colleges or
universities.
The many factors that
brought about this change in-
volve population explosion, the
modern era's demand for more
and better educated citizens,
the response of public institu-
tions which have expanded
facilities and improved quality
of their educational programs,
and also their comparatively
low tuition while costs of high-
er education have been rising
sharply.
Average Tuition
Average resident tuition and
fees at the 97 member schools
of the Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges last yeas was-$262 and
sTsrsite non residoot tuition
and fees was $639; the associ-
ation's Office of Institutional
Research reports as against an
average of more than $1,200
at private institutions.
Some notion of how costs are
continuing to rise from before
World War II figures, show the
resident students who received
degrees from state universities
and land grant colleges this
past year, paid $41 or 16.7%
more tuition during their sen-
ior year than during their
freshman year while out of
state students paid $32 or
14.9% more.
Students who graduated in
1964 from private colleges and
universities paid an average of
$311 or about 25% more than
when they entered In 1E60-61.
Going Up, Up, Up!
There will be no respite from
this trend. Tuition at Colum-
bia University is rising from
$1,700 to $1,900 and compa-
rably at other Ivy League
schools.
At the University of Kansas
and Kansas State University It
Whoa In Sourn•rn Cahfornis visit Unir•rsa/ Cily Stuthos
Two Nighty Armies Trampled Its Valley...
A Fighting Family Challenged Them Both
OATIKAIKIN
DOUG McCLURE GLENN CORBETT
PATRICK WAYNE • KATHARINE ROSS
sad ROSEMARY FORSYTH
TECHNICOLOR.
will go up from $244 to $274




Parents involved in trying
to figure out what it will cost
to send their children to col-
lege are offered help in the
form of a kit they may have
free on request. The kits con-
tain:
1 — A chart showing aver-
age college costs at various
types of college in different
sections of the country.
2—Work sheets to list costs
involved in a college educa-
tion, making it possible for
parents to work out compari-
sons.
3 — A form for summariz-
ing family financial resources,
and students' earnings.
5 — Work sheet to estimate
educational costs to yield soene
idea of future needs.
Write to the Tuition Plemof
New assapshfrer !atilt
School Street, Concord, N. H.,
and ask for the Family Plan-
ning Guide Hit.
Page 7 1 Aug. 26, 1965
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FIVE OIL MEN from Fulton County are shown going
over highway facts with Kentucky Petroleum Council
Executive Director Thomas Maxedon,, third from left.
at a recent Council district meeting ati Henlaks Stale
Park. They are, left to right, Fred Stokes, Jr., R. P.
Fields, E. J. McCollum, W. S. Mantle, and Lynda
Ricks.
Off to college or CEDES ementry! Pick now
from he new fall collocate. h b. driver's
Int: knit-collared wool nylon checks. acry-
lic lining 6 18
From the top Racy raccoon tops-elf the
bran buttoned coat of weal Rehm 6-18.
The Swash-Beckler is imported before*
cotton suededoth with acrylic lin*. 6-16.
Center on the Cape-coat el selt-toncb wool.
Braid trim, knit Moor sleeve. 6-16. The Rav-
er woos narrow coat with rib kill collars
Vel Paco wool. 6-18. Tbe new wren cosi is
of inhered canon snodecloti with Mead hap
cellar. 6-11
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H AM BORGER, 3 lbs. 41.00. ezotoiD cum 4, 69
soseLess geerF sTeo c9e. KCUTI. err /r1 - szpi 490,xst .4E744l. /sf.
•comotot stiroNf
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curRITE WAX PAPER   Iscui p.),*.G. SIZE 4414*3 5 #
KRAFT MARSHMALLOWS *(1_t?"---24.1-c-Pe
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of your
Honor
— . Ren
keep it
no aim
